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Abstract
This thesis analyses the influence of track II diplomacy on the development of the bilateral
nuclear relationship between the United States and Iran that resulted in the nuclear deal in 2015.
Primary sources primarily from the American government on foreign relations and nuclear
diplomacy have been used to analyse official American nuclear policy towards Iran. Also, an
interview with former Canadian diplomat and track II participant and scholar Peter Jones has
been conducted to gain further insight in the inner workings of track II diplomacy. Secondary
literature on nuclear diplomacy, track II diplomacy and US-Iranian nuclear relations has been
extensively studied. My analysis shows that track II diplomacy influenced the nuclear deal,
although this cannot be proven empirically. The research has found that multiple participants in
track II initiatives either formerly occupied high-level government positions or moved to these
positions later in the Obama administration and became part of the groups who officially
negotiated the nuclear deal. By analysing the measurements of track II success: the establishment
of relationships based on trust, respect and mutual understanding, the quality of the participants
attending the various initiatives, to what extent both sides perceive occurring change and the
transmission of knowledge to the leaders of government on all sides as a result of the initiatives,
in combination with the experiences and outcomes of track II participants and initiatives, it can
be concluded that track II diplomacy did influence the outcome of the nuclear deal between the
United States and Iran. Both Iranian and American participants of track II initiatives became
acquainted with each other’s standpoints and this facilitated track I diplomatic efforts.
Subsequent research is needed to further analyse all the various track II diplomatic actors.
Furthermore, analysing the role of track II diplomacy might prove useful when researching other
major geopolitical events, as it portrays unofficial aspect of diplomacy.

Keywords: Diplomacy, nuclear diplomacy, track II diplomacy, unofficial diplomacy, nuclear
weapons, nuclear relations, JCPOA, Iran, the United States, non-proliferation
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Chapter 1
1.0: Introduction
Since the Iranian revolution of 1979, the United States and Iran have not had any formal
diplomatic relations. This has proven to be troublesome, especially regarding solving issues
around Iran’s nuclear programme. The relationship between the United States and Iran,
particularly in the field of nuclear development, has shaped the interactions between the two
countries. Since the dawn of the Cold War, Iran was seen by many in Washington as a regional
bastion against growing Communist influences and as a friendly regime, ready to promote
America’s interest in the Middle East. Diplomatic efforts were initiated to ensure Iran
participated in establishing a peaceful civilian nuclear sector, provided for by the United States.
Following civil unrest in Iran and the subsequent Islamic Revolution in 1979, all diplomatic
contact between the two countries was broken and sanctions were placed on Iran, gradually
crippling its economy. Thereafter, Iran’s leadership engaged increasingly with the Soviet Union –
and later Russia – to fill the void left by the Americans and to further advance its nuclear
programme.
The development of Iran’s nuclear programme was affected by both international
agreements and supranational control. Iran is a signatory to the Non-Proliferation Treaty and its
nuclear programme came under heavy surveillance of the International Atomic Energy
Association, which, as rumours grew of Iran’s illicit and potential military use of the nuclear
programme, brought the case forward at the United Nation’s Security Council in 2006, resulting
in the implementation of economic sanctions on Iran. In this context, so-called “track II
diplomacy” becomes crucial to understanding the development of Iran’s nuclear program vis-àvis a growing preoccupation of international and multilateral actors, including Washington. Track
II diplomatic efforts were present since the Cold War, but they grew in quantity and quality after
the Islamic Revolution due to the lack of official diplomatic options. Track II efforts regarding
Iran’s nuclear programme became even more crucial when various international and nongovernmental organisations tried to acquire knowledge and understanding of Iran’s nuclear
programme from high-level officials. As this thesis will argue, these occurring exchanges of
information among unofficial channels exerted a fundamental influence on the establishment of
the nuclear deal in 2015.
This thesis will focus on the track II diplomatic relations between the United States and
Iran towards the Nuclear Deal that was signed in 2015. It will analyse how track II diplomatic
relations have affected the bilateral relations between the two countries towards that goal. An
1

analysis of how the relations between Iran and the United States have developed in the field of
nuclear diplomacy is crucial. To what extent track II diplomacy has aided or hindered
negotiations towards the nuclear agreement is a question that will be analysed in-depth. The
thesis will also analyse the unofficial channels of diplomacy and investigate what the
(back)channels are, when and how they originated, the actors involved in them and how they
operated. The research question is therefore as follows: How has track II diplomacy affected the
bilateral relations between the US and Iran regarding the 2015 nuclear agreement?
In response to this question, the thesis will try to connect a variety of interrelated
subjects. There is a great deal of research done on US-Iran relations, but this thesis analyses that
relation through non-state track II diplomacy in relation to the 2015 nuclear deal. The
combination of these three different aspects will create an interesting and original way of looking
at the US-Iran exchanges and development of their nuclear relations. The main focus will
therefore be on the role of international organisations and track II diplomacy. The current
academic debate on the nuclear deal mostly concerns official US-Iranian relations. This thesis will
focus on the unofficial side of nuclear diplomacy. This may lead to more use of this approach in
the future to analyse a wide scale of case-studies in which the unofficial tracks of diplomacy were
prominently present.
1.1: Methodology
This thesis will rely on the tools of history writing. A wide variety of secondary sources
concerning formal and informal nuclear diplomacy, the relation between the United States and
Iran and the 2015 Nuclear Deal are researched in order to answer the main and sub- research
questions. Primary source material has also been researched, predominantly from actors in the
field of track II nuclear diplomacy who are concerned with US-Iranian relations or the 2015
nuclear deal, such as NGOs, scholars, advisory groups and more, to get first-hand information
and be able to analyse the role of track II diplomacy in this case-study. Furthermore, these
primary sources are useful to assess the influence that this track of diplomacy has had on the
nuclear relation between Iran and the United States. Thereafter, this can function as a tool for
future case studies focused on track II diplomacy in other events.
1.2: Theoretical framework
The main theoretical concepts used throughout this thesis are diplomacy, track II diplomacy and
nuclear diplomacy. The International Relations theories of Realism and Liberalism are used due
to their strong views on nuclear weapons and non-proliferation and are consulted to analyse the
developments of the US-Iranian nuclear relation.
2

Diplomacy is often described as a tool that enables states to achieve the objectives of
their foreign policy without the need to resort to the use of force.1 The acts to achieve these goals
are usually carried out by professional diplomatic agents and other individuals authorised to act in
the name of their state.2 This official form of diplomacy is often carried out through embassies or
consulates which are recognised by both parties and which have to abide by the laws of their
home country. Diplomacy can take place across a wide variety of places from which authority,
power and influence is exerted. These mainly consist of states but also religious organisations,
NGO’s, multinational corporations or individuals.3 Diplomacy is often characterised by the
relationships between states which are structured according to peaceful resolutions and are
conducted by and among international actors from which at least one is usually representing a
government.4 Diplomacy can be summarised as the entrenched method of exerting influence on
the decisions and behaviour of governments of other states and people through the use of
dialogue, negotiations and other measures without having to resort to war or other forms of
violence.5
In a Foreign Policy article from 1982, William Davidson and Joseph Montville made the
distinction between track I diplomacy and track II diplomacy. The first being official and
traditional policy statements, for example, made by officials, whilst they describe the second as
unofficial and nonstructured interactions.6 According to Peter Jones, there is lack of a general
consensus regarding a definition of the term.7 Jones argues that the definition is unclear since no
two instances of track II diplomacy are ever the same and the actors involved also vary
immensely.8 Nevertheless, the term can best be described as unofficial attempts to diplomacy
which bring together experts and interest groups through universities, institutions and nongovernmental organisations to actively engage in policy discussions and promote engagement and
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awareness of a certain issue.9 Track II diplomacy is often referred to as unofficial mediation or
private diplomacy and is used in order to differentiate between governmental and nongovernmental diplomacy.10 Furthermore, it indicates that mediation and dialogue should not be
the sole domain of political elites but should occur at different levels of society.11
The post-WWII world has experiences significant change in the field of nuclear
diplomacy and many opinions have been voiced on this development. Nuclear diplomacy can
best be explained as diplomacy in the post-1945 age in which the threat of the use of nuclear
weapons was ever present. In numerous crises over the years, the American government
indicated a willingness to resort to nuclear force to counter possible military initiatives by its
adversaries, if necessary.12 Gar Alperovitz was the first to discuss the influence that these new
nuclear weapons would exert on future diplomacy in the post WW-II era.13 The nuclear
diplomacy engagement between the United States and Iran can be divided into three parts: the
Critical Dialogue (1992-1997), the Comprehensive Dialogue (1998-2003) – the period in which
engagement was encouraged in an effort to avoid another major US-led conflict in the Middle
East – and the last period between 2005 and 2012 which consisted of mainly coercive nuclear
diplomacy.14 Only during the last period did the United States actively participate in the P5+1 –
the five permanent members of the United Nation’s Security Council and Germany – framework
to come to a nuclear agreement with Iran.15 Nuclear energy had first been an option for Iran in
order for it to diversify its energy sources, since that was the perception of what future energy
markets would be based on.16 Western powers competed among each other to appease the
Iranian ambitions towards this technology.17 Over the years, American governments grew
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distrustful of providing Iran with the technology and materials which might prove too great a
temptation for Iran and would result in weaponisation and proliferation.18 The negotiations
between the United States and Iran, the Geneva Process with the P5+1 and the agreement of the
so-called Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action (JPCOA), demonstrate the ongoing nuclear
diplomacy towards Iran’s nuclear programme.19
Nuclear diplomacy, the use of nuclear weapons and their proliferation have been widely
discussed in international relations theory as well. Well-known Realist Kenneth Waltz has often
argued that the proliferation of nuclear weapons is not a serious problem, as its spread has been
slow and countries that possess nuclear weapons tend to behave more cautiously.20 Waltz
indicated his understanding of the Iranian quest towards nuclear weapons by pointing out the
regional threat facing Iran, as well as the threat of the United States, as justifications for Iran’s
nuclear objectives, as it seeks to ensure its survival and sovereignty.21 Liberal theorists argued that
non-proliferation efforts would continue in a cooperative manner after the Cold War due to the
importance of upholding the nuclear status-quo.22 Furthermore, Liberalists disregard the Realist
notion of power politics and argued that nuclear deterrence, predominantly through the
construction of international organisations such as the International Atomic Energy Agency, has
contributed to stability and peace.23 This thesis shows that both Iran’s efforts towards its own
survival and sovereignty as well as the construction of transnational organisations have influenced
nuclear diplomacy between the US and Iran.
1.3: Timeframe
This thesis will cover the period from 1953 until 2015, when the nuclear deal was signed and
came into effect. The first chapter will cover the development of the nuclear relation from 1953
until the end of the first Cold War and focus on the outset of the US-Iranian nuclear relation.
Chapter two will look at the period prior to the Islamic Revolution and cover predominantly the
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1970s. The next chapter will focus on the deteriorating nuclear relationship between the countries
towards the end of the 1970s. Thereafter, the Iranian Islamic Revolution is analysed as well as the
new US-Iran nuclear relationship. The subsequent chapter will focus on the development of the
post-revolutionary relationship. Thereafter, the post 9/11 era and Iran’s increasing development
of its nuclear programme in the absence of American diplomacy is analysed. The last two
chapters will look at the return of Western influence on Iran’s nuclear programme, as suspicions
over Iran’s potentially destructive nuclear programme resulted in extensive monitoring and
sanctions. These will analyse the development of the nuclear relation towards the signing of the
Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action and the influence of track II diplomacy and its actors
thereon. Various track II efforts, initiatives and participants are analysed to conclude whether or
not track II diplomacy impacted the nuclear deal. The importance of this thesis is the
combination of a long-term historical analysis of the development of nuclear relations between
the United States and Iran in combination with the influence of unofficial, track II diplomacy.
1.4: Sources
For this thesis, primary sources have been used to analyse America’s official policy towards Iran
and its nuclear programme. Furthermore, I have conducted an interview with Professor Peter
Jones of the University of Ottawa regarding the influence of track II diplomacy on the nuclear
deal. An interview with Gary Sick, former member of the US Security Council and scholar and
participant of track II dialogues was planned, but unfortunately cancelled as a result of the
Corona crisis. Secondary literature in the form of books, academic and news articles, policy
papers and track II reports has been extensively consulted.

6

Chapter 2: Historiography
2.0: Track II Diplomacy
A crucial first step to initiate this analysis has been G.R. Berridge’s book Diplomacy: Theory and
Practice, which covers a wide range of topics related to diplomacy. It discusses diplomatic
negotiations, diplomatic relations using embassies, consulates, public diplomacy and secret
intelligence gathering. Chapter three of this book explicitly discusses diplomacy without
diplomatic relations and is therefore of great importance for this thesis. Berridge argues that
diplomacy is carried out by means of many different channels besides the traditional resident
mission. It is these non-traditional channels that this thesis seeks to research.24 Peter Jones
expands on this in Track Two Diplomacy: In Theory and Practice, where he discusses the definition of
track II diplomacy.25 Jones comes to the conclusion that the term itself is hard to define, because
its meaning changes depending on the event as well as the actors that are discussed.26 The term is
useful, but one has to define it according to the case-study that is being researched. Other
authors are less reluctant to give a clear definition of the term, which makes Jones’ point
important to keep in mind when researching the topic. Cynthia Chataway’s In Practice: Track II
Diplomacy: From a Track I Perspective also discusses the way diplomacy has changed over the years,
and the role that individual agents have on the diplomatic process. This article is focused on track
II, or what she calls ‘nonofficial diplomacy,’ and presents the views of numerous American
diplomats to find what the potential contributions of track II diplomacy could be and how
individuals have made use of track II diplomacy. She argues that more and more diplomats come
to see the usefulness of track II diplomacy in reaching societies where there may no longer be any
official diplomacy present, such as in Iran and the United States since the revolution. The author
discusses the growing role of track II diplomacy and describes the evolution of track II
diplomacy from being ‘meddlers and the enemy’ to the accepted sentiment that modern conflicts
cannot be resolved without a combination of track I and II diplomacy.27
Other sources, such as Charles Lipson’s Why are Some International Agreements Informal?,
Process Peace: A New Evaluation Framework for Track II Diplomacy by Nathaniel Allen and Travis
Sharp, and Joseph Montville’s Track Two Diplomacy: The Work of Healing History and The Arrow and
the Olive Branch: A Case for Track Two Diplomacy are useful to better understand the fundamentals
24
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26
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and dynamics of track II diplomacy.28 In particular, these sources reveal how a high degree of
subjectivity and contingency affect the development of informal diplomatic relations, a factor
that would prove to be crucial in the negotiations of the Iran nuclear deal as well.
2.1: US-Iran Relations
In order to gather information about the bilateral relations between the US and Iran, how they
developed and what interests have been shaping them, an important starting point has been Carl
Brown’s book Diplomacy in the Middle East: The International Relations of Regionals and Outside powers.
There, Brown describes the history of Iranian relations with the US and its neighbours in the
region. Arguing that the Shah took great pride in his relations with the United States and the
contrast of this to the relation between the United States and Iran after the revolution, when the
United States were seen as the ‘great Satan’ and ‘enemy of the Islamic Republic.’ Brown also
points out that in Iran, different government agencies seemed to be pursuing their own policies
independent of the state. Security agencies, for example, did not always abide by government
policy and pursued their own interests. This is interesting, for it shows informal diplomacy
fulfilling a role within the country and sometimes against the expressed policy of that state.29 The
focus on Iran’s domestic political dimension is an important advantage of Brown’s book, as well
as the emphasis on the broader geopolitical context. Donette Murray’s book US Foreign Policy and
Iran: American-Iranian Relations Since the Islamic Revolution continues the broader geopolitical aspect
of their relation. This book is particularly fitting to this thesis, as it provides a detailed description
of the relations between the United States and Iran after the revolution and is incredibly useful in
regard to research for this thesis. Since the book also discusses American policy in the Carter and
Reagan periods, it is a crucial book to use to analyse diplomatic and relational developments. 30
William Dorman and Mansour Farhang’s The U.S. Press and Iran: Foreign Policy and the
Journalism of Deference is a somewhat different but still relevant source for this thesis. The book
focuses on the public perception of Iran that was created after the revolution in 1979 and how
this influenced US policymaking. Additionally, it goes into detail about diplomatic action of
28
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several US institutions. It also covers the role that journalists have played as actors of track II
diplomacy.31 Related to this, Alan James’ Diplomacy discusses the concept of ‘protecting powers’
which both the United States and Iran have been using to justify, to the international and their
own public, their diplomatic conduct toward each other. According to James, these protecting
powers have been used when other ways of communication needed to be found after diplomatic
relations had been broken. Since this is exactly what happened between the United States and
Iran, this source is relevant and useful and connects well to other above-mentioned sources on
track II diplomacy and US-Iran relations.32
In their 2005 paper Who Influences US Foreign Policy, Lawrence Jacobs and Benjamin Page
conduct research on the variety of actors that influence US foreign policy in international
relations. They argue that US foreign policy is, to a great extent, influenced by business leaders
and experts, and that the general public plays a significantly smaller part. It is interesting to
connect these findings to track II diplomacy and see how these actors played a role in the relation
between Iran and the United States after the revolution, and if their influence was significant or
not. 33 In this regard, Alex Edward’s Dual Containment: Policy in the Persian Gulf , The USA, Iran and
Iraq 1991-2000 allows for a better focus on the policy of dual containment, which was designed
to decrease the influence of Iran and Iraq in the Middle East and highlight the stance of the
United States towards Iran post-revolution.34 The book concentrates on the US-Iran relation after
1979 and predominantly on America’s growing entanglement in the security affairs of the Persian
Gulf.35 The scope of this book makes it incredibly interesting for the aim of this thesis, for it
looks into the US’ role in the security dimensions of Iran, of which the 2015 nuclear deal is a
good example.
Ofira Seliktar’s Navigating Iran: From Carter to Obama discusses the stances of multiple
American administrations towards Iran and focuses on the containment efforts towards Iran.36
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This book covers all the different aspects of Iranian policies that are of interest to the United
States. Seliktar discusses nuclear proliferation, the export by Iran of revolutionary movements, its
support for international terrorist organisations, Iran’s undermining of, and reluctance towards,
the Israeli-Palestinian peace process and widespread human rights violations.37 Seliktar also
compares some of the developments that take place in Iran and shows how they are perceived in
Washington.38 This book is useful because it shows how Iranian policies are interpreted in the
United States and therefore has the ability to explain why certain groups involved in track II
diplomacy take certain actions. A good addition to this traditional political approach is Confronting
Iran: The Failure of American Foreign Policy and the Roots of Mistrust by Ali M. Ansari, who focuses on
Carter’s and Reagan’s administrations. Ansari discusses the role of President Carter and his stance
towards Iran and how that affected the escalating situation at the time. This source is interesting
for the historical perspective and the way it discusses the two different American administrations
and their stances towards Iran.39
To broaden the perspective about US-Iran relations and frame them in a wider, global
context, a book such as Dalia Dassa Kaye’s Talking to the Enemy: Track Two Diplomacy in the Middle
East and South Asia, which contains two remarkably interesting and useful chapters, is important.
In the first: Rethinking Track Two Diplomacy, Kaye speaks of the increase in track two diplomacy
since the Cold War and that foundations, NGO’s, universities and governments, among other
institutions, devoted significant financial and human resources to establish these informal
relations. She argues that the literature that currently exists on track two diplomacy is limited and
focused mostly on the conflict resolution field, offering a mostly positive assessment whilst at the
same time overstating the effect of such informal contacts. She also argues that in the Middle
East and South Asia, track two diplomacy has mostly focused on long-term socialisation and the
creation of new ideas, not on policy changes. She argues that the attempts made to associate track
two diplomacy dialogues with tangible policy outcomes for the resolution of conflicts needs to be
reassessed. In order to shape regional relations and constructing a regional security structure
which is feasible, she argues for a plan consisting of three parts: socialisation of participating
elites, filtering of externally generated policy ideas to the local environment and transmission to
official policy. This creates the much needed framework to analyse if these steps also took place

37
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between the United States and Iran. In the second chapter on Regional Dialogues in the Middle East
Kaye extends on this.40
Nader Entessar and Kaveh Afrasiabi’s Iran Nuclear Accord and the Remaking of the Middle
East discusses all the facets of the Iran Nuclear Deal. This is done by giving a comprehensive
examination of the Iran nuclear deal and the implications it has for the wider Middle East.41 This
book discusses everything from the accord itself, its multiple revisions and adjustments, its status
in international law, how the deal shaped Iran’s foreign policy and the consequences for Iran’s
geopolitics.42 Most interesting for this thesis is the chapter on the drivers of the nuclear accord.
2.3: Nuclear Relations and Diplomacy
In regard to the United States’ and Iran’ nuclear relationship and nuclear policymaking, a more
applicable, specific and evolving body of secondary literature has been consulted. James
Thomson’s 1984 The LRTNF decision: evolution of US theatre nuclear policy, 1975-9 argues that the
United States as the chief nuclear power of the NATO alliance had the power to initiate change
in nuclear policy.43 Thomson’s paper is based on the RAND Corporation’s own 1980 study on
Long Range Theatre Nuclear Forces (LRTNF). In this study, 14 of the 15 NATO member states,
with the exclusion of France, agree to a plan to start modernising NATO’s so-called in-theatre
Long-Range Theatre Nuclear Forces in order to counter similar efforts made by the Soviet Union
years earlier.44 The document further indicates efforts made by the political and military
representatives of the fourteen NATO countries to engage in multilateral discussions with
representatives of the Warsaw Pact in order to limit the deployment and possible use of
intermediate-range weapons on both sides of the conflict.45 This source shows the playing field
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during the Cold War in terms of nuclear diplomacy and policy-making, and will prove crucial
when trying to sketch the geopolitical reality of nuclear diplomacy in the Cold War.
Charles Glazer’s 1990 book Analysing Strategic Nuclear Policy discusses the American
Nuclear Doctrine and the influence that the Cold War had on nuclear weapons policy.46 Glazer
argues that, for the foreseeable future, the United States should pursue policies designed to avoid
nuclear war or the possibilities thereof while at the same time maximally protecting itself from
the possibilities of a nuclear attack.47 Furthermore, the book gives an extensive analysis on the
issues that surround the American nuclear strategy.48 Glazer argues that nuclear weapons were
believed to be crucial in reducing the chance of a superpower war, while at the same time being
incredibly dangerous, for the Soviet Union now possessed the ability to destroy the United
States.49 Even though this source shows American nuclear diplomacy primarily from a Cold War
perspective in which the Soviet Union was the great adversary, the source is nonetheless useful in
establishing a understanding of how nuclear diplomacy and policy-making was at the time.
Stephen A. Cambone and Patrick J. Garrity in The Future of US Nuclear Policy discuss how
president Clinton was expected to drastically reorient the American nuclear strategy towards
reducing the nuclear danger that faced the United States and the rest of the world.50 As
agreements to decrease their nuclear arsenal were made, the United States and the Soviet Union
unilaterally took steps towards that cause.51 The authors also argue that the United States
attempted to support the denuclearisation of various global areas by way of supporting a variety
of political, economic and military incentives and conduct nuclear diplomacy with states that are
not in the Non-Proliferation Treaty’s framework.52 Furthermore, its stated goal for the Persian
Gulf was to contain Iran’s nuclear, missile and chemical and biological ambitions.53
In Iran’s Nuclear Calculations, Ray Takeyh discusses the beginning of Iran’s nuclear
programme as it operated an installation in Bushehr near the Persian Gulf, which provided Iran
with an alternative source of energy and which was closely monitored by the International
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Atomic Energy Association (IAEA).54 The source discusses the growing European and American
concern that, under the pretence of using its facilities for purely civilian purposes, Iran would
accumulate sufficient knowledge and expertise to be able to create a nuclear weapon in the
future.55 Furthermore, the document lays out the American discovery of extensive Iranian
research facilities that would enable them to produce nuclear weapons.56 The assessment of Iran’s
nuclear programme continues with The Iranian Nuclear Challenge by Wyn Bowen and Joanna Kidd,
who discuss the controversies around Iran’s nuclear weapons programme by looking at Iran’s
official stance.57 This included Iran’s stated commitment towards non-proliferation and continues
to assess Iran’s failure to meet the obligations to the Nuclear Proliferation Treaty and its nuclear
safeguard agreement with the IAEA.58 The source also analyses Iran’s motivations for obtaining a
nuclear weapon as well as the response of the United States thereof.59
In regards to America’s response to Iran’s nuclear efforts, Stephen Cimbala discusses the
destabilising effect that nuclear weapons will have in the 21st century and how these once feared
weapons will be underestimated by newer political leaders in his book Nuclear Weapons and Strategy:
US Nuclear Policy for the Twenty-First Century.60 He furthermore discusses the nuclear policy of the
United States through the 1970s until the early 2000s, as the United States is engaged in wars in
the Middle East, and discusses the problems with nuclear proliferation in regards to rogue states
and terrorist organisations.61 In addition, Scott Sagan’s article How to Keep the Bomb from Iran
analyses America’s conflict with a hostile Iranian regime that attempts to gain access to nuclear
weapons.62 In his paper, Sagan argues that Iran will need to freeze its nuclear capabilities and its
support for overseas terrorism, whilst the United States should issue a statement in which it
respects Iran’s sovereignty and promise to promote democracy by peaceful means instead of
through the threat of conflict.63 The article also discusses how the Bush administration planned
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to deter Iran from continuing its nuclear programme if negotiations would fail.64 As this article
was written in 2006, it is interesting to look back at the policy recommendations that were made
in regards to US-Iran relations and Iran’s nuclear capabilities.
For a large part, the development of the nuclear relationship between Iran and the United
States takes place in the period post-Cold War. Nick Ritchie’s US Nuclear Weapons Policy after the
Cold War provides an in-depth analysis of America’s nuclear weapons policy since the end of the
Cold War.65 The source goes in-depth into nuclear forces structures, arms control, regional
strategies and the weapons production complex and the shifts in American nuclear policy and
argues that American nuclear policy did not develop in a linear, rational and consistent
direction.66 The book furthermore describes the role of the IAEA and the multilateral agreements
in regards to nuclear policy from the 1960s onwards.67 In No First Use: The Next Step for U.S.
Nuclear Policy, Michael Gerson argues that the United States’ nuclear weapons policy has always
been that it should have the option to use nuclear weapons first in conflict, but that multiple
administrations have retained for using that option.68 President Obama argued in 2009 that
nuclear weapons should play less of a role in the national security strategy of the United States
and urged other nuclear powers to follow its lead.69 Nevertheless, as this is seen as a nuclear
policy change, Gerson argues that the signed non-proliferation treaty leaves open the option for
the United States to use nuclear weapons to engage in a preemptive or preventative strike against,
for example, a nuclear Iran in the future, even when the threat is conventional and not nuclear.70
The following sources discuss the initial American aid towards Iran’s nuclear programme.
Greg Bruno’s Iran’s Nuclear Program analyses the historical development of Iran’s pursuit towards
nuclear energy. Bruno describes how Iran received American help throughout the 1970s and how
this ended with the 1979 revolution in the country.71 Although the West was aware of Iran’s
civilian nuclear programme in the 1990s, the discovery of more clandestine research that came to
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light in the early 2000s altered American nuclear diplomatic relations to the country.72 This source
furthermore describes the evolution of Iran’s nuclear programme since the 1950s and how US
strategy adapted to these changes. In William Burr’s article for the Bulletin of the Atomic
Scientist A Brief History of US-Iranian Nuclear Negotiations, the author argues that even as Iran
sought to establish a nuclear energy sector that would turn it into a modern and powerful state,
Iran’s nuclear intentions were always unclear and led to intense concerns.73 The document
describes the cooperation between Iran and the United States in the field of nuclear policy prior
to the revolution in 1979 and the development of nuclear policy-making by various leaders of
both countries.74

2.4: Primary sources
Along with literature, this thesis also relies on a large number of primary sources. Due to
language restrictions, they are all in English and mostly originate from the US government. These
are complemented with papers of non-governmental organisations and groups involved in track
II dialogues and efforts around nuclear diplomacy to the best of my ability. Most of the primary
sources that analyse nuclear cooperation between the United States and Iran come from the
collections of the Roosevelt Institute for American Studies, which I have extensively analysed.
These sources are available through the Declassified Documents Reference System (DDRS). The
various volumes of the Foreign Relations of the United States, available through the Office of the
Historian, have been extensively used to analyse its containing primary sources. These primary
sources mostly contain important policy decisions and high-level discussions on issues regarding
the US-Iran relation and nuclear diplomacy and policy.
Some NGOs, think tanks, private and non-state groups that have fostered US-Iranian
nuclear relations are also worth mentioning. The University of California’s Institute on Global
Conflict and Cooperation has hosted international dialogues and provided leadership in regard to
preventative diplomacy and dialogue in the most troublesome regions of the world through their
Track II programmes, in which officials and academics express their views and enhance mutual
understanding in an informal atmosphere. The Pugwash Conferences on Science and World
Affairs is an institution that facilitates track 1.5 and track II dialogues. They also organise creative
discussions on ways to increase the security of different opposing sides in conflict and promote
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policy development that is cooperative and progressive towards the resolution of conflict. The
Nixon Center, together with the International Institute for Strategic Studies and the Geneva
Center for Democratic Control of Armed Forces, have organised track II sessions with Iran in
Geneva. All these organisations focus in some way on track II diplomacy and have conducted
research on both the United States and Iran. Also, the Gulf/2000 project of Columbia University
was created to collect a large quantity of information on the eight countries of the Persian Gulf
region, among whom is Iran, and provide the public with a broad selection of useful materials.
Also, the International Atomic Energy Agency provides reports and studies into multiple nuclear
related topics. Furthermore, nukewatch.org, the World Nuclear Association, the Bulletin of the
Atomic Scientists, Wikileaks, the National Security Archive, the Nuclear Weapons Archive and
the Nuclear Vault all contain a wide variety of source and study material to be used in this thesis,
primarily when researching the influence of track II nuclear diplomacy.
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Chapter 3
US and Iran in the First Cold War
This chapter will analyse the development of the nuclear relationship between the United States
and Iran during the first Cold War. This will be done by analysing their relation in the context of
the wider Cold War, the first nuclear efforts between the countries, the role of the United States
and international organisations in aiding Iran’s nuclear efforts.
During the early Cold War, Iran proved to be a valuable ally to the United States in the
greater Middle East. Due to its role as a significant exporter of oil and its geostrategic location, it
was crucial for the US that Iran did not fall under Soviet orbit. According to the logic of the time,
Mossadegh needed to be removed to prevent a communist take-over in Iran, not because he was
a communist or supported communist ideas, but because Mossadegh would plunge Iran in such a
chaos that communist influences could no longer be prevented.75 The US-backed 1953 coup
served that scope and favoured the instauration of a pro-Western elite, culture, and ideology in
Iran. The net result, for the US, was the establishment, in the Middle East, of the formation of
the so-called ‘twin pillars’ – a strong alliance with both Iran and Saudi Arabia.76 The United States
was quick to notice the important role that Iran could play in the region and therefore pushed for
modernisation in the country that would lead to more stability.77 After the United States, with the
cooperation of the United Kingdom, successfully managed to remove the elected Prime Minister
Mohammad Mossadegh in 1953 and replaced him with Mohammad Reza Pahlavi, the Shah of
Iran became a fundamental ally for the United States in the region.78 However, Iran’s clergy and
religious authorities found these efforts to modernise the country threatening to their traditional
role in society, especially regarding legislation that equalised the role of women and minorities,
which they argued was corrupting the Islamic lifestyle of the country.79 These efforts of social
and economic Westernisation of Iranian society in 1963 were termed the ‘White Revolution’ and
mounting criticism eventually led to the arrest of Ayatollah Khomeini, who will play a crucial role
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later on in Iranian history.80 Although the development of Iran’s nuclear capabilities was of
personal interest to the Shah, the growing relationship with the United States proved crucial in
paving the way towards the development of the country’s nuclear programme.81 In 1963, antinuclear movements rose in the United States as a consequence of the Cuban missile crisis during
which a nuclear war seemed close.82 The following diplomatic nuclear talks resulted in the
Limited Nuclear Test Ban Treaty, which halted nuclear weapons testing in the atmosphere,
underwater and in outer space and promised extra arms-limitation negotiations.83
At the onset of the Cold-War, the United States deemed it useful and necessary to engage
cooperatively with anti-communist regimes in Asia and the Middle East and even planned to
overthrow left-wing anti-US regimes.84 The presidency of Eisenhower was of particular
importance to the Middle East where Washington sought to counter the influence of
communism and aligned itself with Muslim-majority governments that also resisted communist
influences.85 However, Iran hoped, by joining the pro-Western Baghdad pact – or Central Treaty
Organisation (CENTO) – in 1955, that the commitment of the United States to defend Iran
would be stronger in a time in which Iran feared Soviet aggression and needed strong – US –
military assistance, after what had happened in the 1946 Azerbaijan crisis and the coup in 1953.86
However, due to other foreign policy objectives related to the Arab-Israeli conflict, the United
States did not join the pact.87 This left Iran without security guarantees and resulted in secret talks
between the Shah and Moscow to broker a non-aggression pact that would result in a reduction
of the Soviet threat and reduce Iran’s reliance on the United States.88 After mounting American
and English pressures, the Soviet-Iranian talks collapsed and Iran signed a defense agreement
with the United States.89 This moment, however, had a lasting effect on their relationship in
which the Shah felt that he was treated by Washington as “a concubine and not as a wife,”
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according to a British official, while simultaneously Eisenhower’s administration began to doubt
the stability of the Shah’s regime.90 The prototype of Track II diplomacy was born under
president Eisenhower when an American U-2 spy plane was shot down over Soviet airspace and
Norman Cousins, a friend of Eisenhower and editor of the Saturday Review, called together an
unofficial delegation of both American and Soviet academics and ex-officials to discuss their
countries’ opposing perspectives and how to resolve these.91
Through the use of the Atoms for Peace programme – a programme founded by
president Eisenhower that provided technology and educational materials for states that wanted
to develop nuclear programmes for civilian use – the United States provided the necessary
nuclear research facilities and training to various Cold War allies, one of which was Iran, in
exchange for promises that the programme would not be used for the development of nuclear
weapons.92 Atoms for Peace was hailed widely as an incredibly promising programme that could,
when upheld by all, lead to the peaceful use of nuclear materials and technologies.93 Eisenhower’s
policy was meant to create a military alliance which would be able to contain the Soviet Union
and China by creating a so-called ‘nuclear umbrella’ and providing its participants access to
American aid.94 Iran committed to the agreement and in 1957 signed the nuclear cooperation
agreement with the United States that led to the construction of five-megawatt research reactors
and laboratories for the Tehran Nuclear Research Center (TNRC) in 1967.95 The Iranian people
hoped that the liberal President Kennedy, who was elected in 1961, would be critical of the
Shah’s autocratic way of rule and therefore a supporter of constructive reform.96 Nevertheless, an
intelligence report from March 1961 shows that Kennedy, after considering multiple options for
its policy towards Iran, decided to support the Shah and focus his efforts on demanding reforms
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of the country.97 President Carter would later continue with Eisenhower’s line of policy of
containment at the expense of democratic values.98 Eisenhower had favoured regional stability at
the cost of democracy.99 Carter said that ‘our commitment to human rights must be absolute’ and
proclaimed himself to be free of the ‘inordinate fear of communism’ and vowed to stay clear of
regimes that functioned as anti-Communist bulwarks.100 Whereas Carter was initially keen to
increase the role of human rights in Washington’s approach to Iran, when discovering a Soviet
plot to invade Iran, the president moved back towards anti-communist rhetoric and urged the
Shah to reiterate the importance of deterring Soviet influences and reeled back on the human
rights approach.101 Since signing the agreement in 1957, the Iranian nuclear programme proved
ambitious and the two countries engaged in nuclear diplomacy on numerous occasions,
predominantly in the 1970s.
The initial nuclear relationship between the United States and Iran thus proved fruitful.
The US saw Iran and as a protector of its own regional interests, predominantly in countering
communist influences, and likewise attributed nuclear technologies and materials to Cold War ally
Iran.
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Chapter 4
The Development of US-Iranian Nuclear Relations in the 1970s
A visit to Tehran by President Nixon and his national security advisor Henry Kissinger in 1972
resulted in sealing the status of the relationship between Washington and Tehran.102 This chapter
analyses the development of the US-Iranian nuclear relations in the 1970s.
During this meeting in 1972, a deal was concluded that would guarantee the Shah access
to the most crucial nonnuclear technology available to the arsenal of the United States military.103
This sharing of non-nuclear technology was done predominantly to ensure Iran’s role as the
protectorate of America’s interests in the Middle East, such as the crushing of the Marxist
uprising in Dhofar and support in other American political and military operations in the Middle
East, Africa and Vietnam, while the United States in return reduced its intelligence operations in
regards to the internal politics of Iran.104 As the United States under president Nixon relied on
the Shah to maintain stability in the region and protect American interests, Kissinger recollected
that Nixon ‘asked the Shah to understand the purpose of American policy, “Protect me,” he
said’.105 This was in line with the new, so-called ‘Nixon Doctrine,’ foreign policy focused on the
long-term support of American allies.106 The deal made in 1972 to share non-nuclear technology
altered the relationship between Iran and the US and changed Iran from a client towards a
powerful regional actor that could gain a stronger foothold in the region and be powerful enough
to protect American interests as well.107 After that, and as a result of the 1973 Arab-Israeli war, oil
prices soared, resulting in an influx of investments in the development of the nuclear energy
sector.108 The meeting in Tehran proved to be a turning point in US policy in the Persian Gulf
that benefited Iran greatly, as Nixon had made far-reaching commitments to the Shah that
demonstrated America’s objectives for the region.109 However, in 1973 the Shah was described by
someone at the US embassy in Tehran as a ‘close and good friend of the US and an enlightened,
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successful and confident Chief of State.’110 Nevertheless, many in Washington objected the policy
of handing the Shah a blank cheque to acquire conventional arms sales for Iran.111
America’s activities in the Middle East grew as a peace-deal between Israel and Egypt –
the Camp David Accords – were brokered in 1978 and the United States under president Nixon
moved closer to Israel and supported it economically and militarily.112 Furthermore, the Shah
now also supplied Israel with oil and shared intelligence.113 Although Nixon and Kissinger’s
attempt to broker a peace deal between Israel and the Palestinians failed, Nixon managed to
establish the base of future diplomatic relations with China and Kissinger sought to establish
better US-Soviet relations.114 This indicates to some extent that from the 1970s onwards, the
strategical choice to partner with Iran to counter communist influences in the region did not
suffice as the only explanation for their relation anymore. Iran managed to close deals with
French and German contractors, who respectively agreed to build 900 and 1,200-megawatt
nuclear reactors in 1974.115 The chairman of Iran’s Atomic Energy Organisation (AEOI), Akbar
Etemad, travelled with the Shah to Paris in that year to close a preliminary deal that would see the
delivery five-1,000 megawatt reactors along with uranium and a nuclear research facility to Iran.116
The two companies – Germany’s Kraftwerk Union (KWU) and France’s Framatome – installed
the reactors at Bushehr and Bandar Abbas respectively and the French company operated under
license of Westinghouse, an American corporation.117 The United States attempted to dissuade
France and Germany from this deal later in the 1970s due to mounting fears that Iran might have
more sinister purposes for its nuclear technology.118
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Informally, and outside of governmental channels, the US was still supporting Iran’s
nuclear programme. The prestigious American Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT)
signed a deal with the Atomic Energy Organisation of Iran in 1975 in which was agreed that the
Institute would train the first wave of Iranian nuclear scientists.119 The budget of the organisation
rose from $31 million to $1 billion in 1976 in part due to the importance of having Iranians
trained to become professional nuclear engineers in the United States.120 The AEOI was created
by the Shah in 1974 with the goal of generating 23,000 megawatts of nuclear energy over the next
twenty years along with the construction of 23 nuclear power plants and the creation of a full
nuclear fuel cycle.121 The AEOI was created in order to control and monitor Iran’s nuclear energy
operations.122 This further indicated the close relation during the 1970s between the two
governments and their willingness to enhance cooperation in a multitude of fields. That the
United States and Iran were in the process of discussing peaceful forms of nuclear cooperation
became clear trough the analysis of multiple documents.
A National Security Study memorandum from March 1975, sent by National Security
Advisor Henry Kissinger to his deputy, then Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld, the director
of the Arms Control and Disarmament Agency (ACDA) Fred Iklé and the Administrator of the
Energy Research and Development Administration (ERDA) Robert Seamans, discussed a study
to be done, directed by President Gerald Ford, to conclude whether or not the United States
should allow nuclear commerce with Iran.123 This exchange would include the sale of US nuclear
reactors and materials to Iran, Iranian investment in US enrichment facilities and the possibility
of further future nuclear transactions.124 The study should, according to the President, be focused
on assessing the rationale of such decision, an assessment of the impact on the position of the
United States on Iran’s nuclear development, effects on the already existing non-proliferation
policies, the relation between the countries in the field of nuclear trade, as well as other forms of
cooperation and the possibility of Congressional support for such Atomic Energy Agreement.125
In the follow-up to the conclusions of this study, which came in the form of a memorandum on
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April 22nd 1975, the President of the United States concluded that in the negotiations leading to
the agreement on Cooperation in the Civil Uses of Atomic Energy with the Government of Iran,
the US would allow Iran to transform American materials into fuel to be used in its own nuclear
reactors as well as increasing the fuel ceiling for this purpose, so that it would reflect the
approximate number of nuclear reactors that Iran was planning to purchase from American
suppliers.126 Just three days after this memorandum, then Secretary of Defense James Schlesinger
stated that the Department of Defense was afraid that such a deal could have serious national
security implications for the future due to the potential for instability and uncertainty in the
political sphere of many Middle Eastern countries.127 He advised thereafter to delay as long as
possible any operation of nuclear fuel reprocessing facilities, as they could lead to the stockpiling
of plutonium in ‘sensitive areas of the world’, as the Middle East.128
In 1975, the Shah indicated his eagerness to discuss the terms to which Iran would have
to hold itself in order to purchase nuclear reactors in the United States.129 The Shah indicated that
the terms of how to proceed the nuclear relationship between Iran and the United States were
unclear and he expressed a feeling of confusion, because Iran had already committed to the NonProliferation Treaty.130 Furthermore, a Department of State briefing paper from May 1st 1975 for
a US delegation meeting with the Shah discussed that very same event. In a later confidential
briefing, the Department of State laid out its stance towards nuclear cooperation with Iran.
According to the document, Iran had indicated that it was willing to purchase up to eight US
nuclear power reactors with an estimated revenue of $6,4 billion for the United States and an
additional $1 billion to be invested by the Iranians in a private uranium-enrichment facility in the
United States.131 The United States furthermore proved keen to allow Iran to process American
nuclear materials in its facilities as long as long as satisfactory safeguarding assurances were
given.132 At the time, Iran expressed its willingness to cooperate on a multinational level to
establish international cooperation in regards to nuclear activities with the United States and
other suppliers of nuclear materials, which would be reprocessed in Iranian facilities.133
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Interestingly, the Department of State was, although positive towards the prospect of Iranian
investments in its nuclear energy sector and successful in reaching an Agreement for Nuclear
Cooperation with Iran, also concerned over whether Congress would approve of such deal.134
In April of 1976, two American representatives visited the Shah to discuss how to
continue further nuclear negotiations between the two countries. Dr. Seamans, who in 1974 was
named the first administrator of the Energy Research and Development Administration by
President Gerald Ford, which was a new body that together with the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission replaced the Atomic Energy Commission, and Carlyle Maw, then Undersecretary of
State, travelled to Iran to meet the Shah in order to investigate possible next steps in the nuclear
relationship between Iran and the United States.135 A memo was directed at Mr. Brent Scowcroft,
then the United States National Security Advisor under President Ford, which informed him that
the characteristics depicted by the two American representatives of Iran’s nuclear programme
were important, balanced and useful in order to construct future options on how to move
forward in this developing nuclear relation.136 National Security Decision Memorandum 324 by
Scowcroft from April 1976 discussed the findings of Dr. Seamans and laid-out the negotiation
position of the United States vis-à-vis a nuclear agreement with Iran.137 In it is stated that the
United States’ stance should be to seek political commitments from Iran to continue its nuclear
energy sector in a multilateral or bilateral manner which could ensure non-proliferation efforts in
the region as other regional powers – i.e. Pakistan – were given the chance to participate in a
multinational reprocessing facility as opposed to a national one.138 Also, should the Iranian
nuclear facility prove unsuccessful, the United States would retain the opportunity to regain the
plutonium that was used in reactors, or fuel supplied by the US, by using a buy-back or fuel
exchange mechanism.139
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An intelligence report from 1977 on political perspectives regarding key global issues that
also discussed non-proliferation argued that Iran’s quest towards becoming a nuclear armed
power had to do with its status as a Least Developed Country (LDC).140 As Iran demanded more
control over international arrangements and grew dissatisfied with the state of geopolitics at the
time, it attempted to increase its own regional and global stature by using the prestige that an
actual or potential future nuclear status could give.141 Iranian diplomacy became occupied with
disposing itself of Western demands in regards to its nuclear programme and emphasised the
projection of its own power.142
Although the relationship between the United States and Iran between 1953 and 1979
was often perceived as friendly and close, the United States’ main strategic purpose for the
advancement of the nuclear relations and nuclear diplomacy was to create a buffer against the
influence of the Soviet Union and to function as an American tool to be used to achieve
American strategic interests in the Persian Gulf region.143 That this relationship was, next to
cooperative, also sometimes troubled becomes clear as other regional powers, such as Saudi
Arabia and Turkey, enjoyed formal partnerships with the United States whereas Iran never signed
a formal treaty of alliance.144 Furthermore, the financial aid given to other American allies, such as
India, was far greater than what Iran received when it needed help.145
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Chapter 5
From Cooperation to Obstinacy
This chapter analysis the role of international treaties and organisations in Iran’s nuclear
development prior to the Islamic Revolution as well as the slowly decreasing trust in Iran’s
nuclear intentions.
The Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons (NPT) from 1968 is the
leading international agreement that aims to prevent the spread of nuclear weapons and
subsequent technologies and to promote the cooperation of countries in utilising nuclear energy
for peaceful purposes only and strive towards the total disarmament of nuclear arsenals.146 Iran
became signatory to this treaty in 1968 and ratified it in 1970.147 Iran was one of the original
signatories to the agreement.148 Part of the non-proliferation treaty, as stated in Article III, is that
all non-nuclear weapon states that adhere to the agreement accept extensive International Atomic
Energy Association (IAEA) safeguards.149 In 1974, Iran agreed to uphold all safeguard
agreements with the International Atomic Energy Association and agreed to allow their
inspectors to visit all official nuclear sites.150 The agreement between Iran and the IAEA
specifically highlight the importance of utilising nuclear energy for peaceful purposes only and to
prevent those energies from being diverted towards their use in nuclear weapons or any other
kind of nuclear explosive devices.151 Furthermore, and important for the verification process, the
IAEA, in accordance with the agreement, reserved the judiciary right to initiate inspections to
guarantee the absence of any misuse.152 Were Iran to disregard these obligations and object to
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inspections, the board of the IAEA would take ‘appropriate’ action.153 However, the IAEA
admitted that the tools to appropriately monitor and verify the absence of undeclared nuclear
materials and activities were limited.154
A study conducted by the Hudson Institute Inc. for the Arms Control and Disarmament
Agency highlights the cooperative relationship that existed between the United States and Iran in
the field of nuclear cooperation, in spite of the NPT. Iran was highly dependent on foreign
inputs of nuclear materials to be reprocessed in Iranian facilities. Therefore, the study argued,
should Iran violate any of its obligations towards the NPT and IAEA safeguard agreements, this
should lead to the total termination of future foreign inputs in Iran’s nuclear energy sector.155 The
study also put forward the possibility that Iran could decide to become a nuclear weapons state
and produced a range of factors that might lead to this in the mid-80s.156 Among the different
factors that might lead Iran towards developing its own nuclear arsenal were: direct conflict
between Pakistan and India, fears of an aggressive Soviet Union, Iran’s quest to be recognised as
‘the fifth great power,’ a decision by Pakistan to develop nuclear weapons, Iranian desire to
achieve political and military hegemony in the Persian Gulf and lastly a weakened constraint on
foreign dependence.157 This is in line with what the Shah said in 1974: ‘Iran is not thinking of
acquiring nuclear weapons. But if the small states equip themselves with such armaments, then
Iran would revise its policy.’158 Although the Non-Proliferation Treaty does allow for nonnuclear
signatories to the treaty, such as Iran, to have access to civilian nuclear power generation
technologies, it does highlight the importance that such access rests on the condition that these
countries do not attempt to exploit these technologies for military purposes.159
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Even though the Shah had proven a useful ally, the United States became increasingly
suspicious of Iran’s nuclear weapons programme and argued that it might work towards more
than just peaceful purposes.160 As of 1975, the United States became dubious of the potential dual
use Iran aspired from its nuclear energy sector, since Iran had acquired nuclear fuel cycle
applications for both civilian as military purposes by this time.161 The US and Iran did not agree
on where Iran’s plutonium would be reprocessed, as Iran wanted that to be done in Tehran and
such moves concerned Washington.162 Iran became more actively involved in nuclear technology
as it received $700 million worth of yellowcake – a type of uranium powder formed in the
uranium processing cycle – from South-Africa in 1976, in exchange for Iranian investments in an
enrichment plant.163 It furthermore purchased an experimental laser system suited for uranium
enrichment from an American company called Lischem, demonstrating a willingness to make
more investments in this area of nuclear technology.164 A further indication of America’s
decreasing trust in Iran’s intentions becomes clear as the US received intelligence that the Shah
was working on a clandestine nuclear programme in the late 1970s, and in 1976, as talks of
nuclear cooperation were suspended due to disagreement on nuclear safeguard implementations,
as Iran intended to dismiss safeguards related to its own nuclear programme.165 Nevertheless, as
Carter travelled to Tehran in December of 1977, he called Iran ‘an Island of stability in one of the
more troubles areas of the world.’166 Not knowing, however, that Iran by this time was already
spiralling towards revolution.167 By December 1978, Carter started to publicly distance himself
from the Shah by contemplating the Shah’s future and that it was in the hands of the Iranian
people whether or not the Shah would survive.168 Multiple US administrations acted on this
suspicion of Iran’s clandestine nuclear operations. In 1975, the United States vetoed Iran’s wish
to reprocess American supplied nuclear power fuel and later, in 1977, the United States refused
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nuclear assistance to Iran and urged the country to accept extensive IAEA safeguards as a
prerequisite for future Iranian nuclear exports.169 However, by 1978, these disagreements were
overcome and a nuclear pact was agreed upon in which American concerns and the Shah’s
interests in nuclear reactors were met but which included restrictions on Iran’s ability to produce
plutonium as well as any other nuclear weapons fuel in which American supplied material were
used without the green-light from Washington.170 By this time, Iran was on its way to become the
world’s fifth most advanced military power.171 Nevertheless, Iranian nuclear non-proliferation
was not something that was discussed during the 1970s, as the nuclear cooperation between the
United States and Iran was just a ‘commercial transaction,’ according to Henry Kissinger.’ 172
The feeling of resentment grew on the side of the Iranian population, as the sentiment
intensified that the United States supported the repressive Pahlavi regime in Iran as well as the
perceived exploitation of Iran for America’s Cold War strategic agenda of countering the Soviet
Union.173 Even though Iran did not sign any official alliance with the US, it was nonetheless
considered a stable and important regional ally going so far that the US trust them with their
nuclear technology. Whereas the US-Iran nuclear relationship can be characterised as a patronclient relationship in the early years of the nuclear development in Iran, towards the end of the
1970s, when tensions and distrust increased, that relationship changed.
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Chapter 6
The Revolution and the New US-Iran Relationship
‘Marg bar Shah!’
A chant used by religious students during the protests in Qom in 1978, prior to the revolution,
meaning ‘Death to the Shah.’174
This chapter seeks to analyse the influence of Iran’s Islamic Revolution on the nuclear
relationship with the United States and America’s failure to adequately predict this massive
alteration in regional geopolitics and the influence on American foreign policy.
Tehran in the 1970s was a modern-looking city of concrete, with few older buildings still
standing.175 The streets were filled with American cars, shops and other Western influences but
the presence of old and more traditional Iranian society lingered under the surface.176 Admiration
for Western influences and craving for economic development collided with a tension and dislike
for that very presence that many Iranians experienced.177 During the 1970s, many in Washington
and other Western capitals believed that the fast modernisation and changes in the
socioeconomic landscape of Iran would keep it from falling victim to internal disputes.178 The
mutually beneficial relationship that had existed between the United States and Iran up until the
end of the 1970s proved to be fragile, as the United States relied on the Shah to remain in power
and lacked any functional alternative policy should that no longer be the case.179 There was no
alternative policy because, since any negative effects of the relationship would only become clear
if the Shah failed, Washington ignored warning signs and refused to take potential difficulties
seriously.180 In the mid-1970s, the Shah was urged to reinstate democratic policies to close the
widening gap between the Iranian people and the governing elite, but the Shah decided to
reinforce his autocratic rule even further by abolishing the two existing parties in the Majles –
Iran’s legislative body – Mardom and Iran Novin and replaced them with the new Rastakhiz
(Resurgence) party.181 The previously expelled clerk Khomeini rose in popularity and power
partly due to the policies of political repression, the widespread presence of Iran’s secret policy
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and intelligence service – SAVAK –, the silencing of journalists, the failure of the Shah to
provide meaningful national institutionalised policies, corruption in the regime and the Shah’s
dependence on the United States.182 Economic mismanagement throughout the 1970s added to
the resentment of many Iranians towards the regime and fuelled the growing unrest.183 The death
of Khomeini’s son, Sayyid Mustafa, in November 1977 fuelled growing unrest in the religious
society as many questioned the suspicious circumstances of his death.184 When, in the following
January of 1978, Khomeini was stigmatised as the son of a foreign trader and a secret agent of
colonial powers in an article in the Tehran based newspaper Ettela’at, violent protests erupted in
the cities of Qum and Tabriz and resulted in the widespread protests and mobilisation of the
young, religiously educated youth, spurred on by the Iranian clergy.185 By the end of 1978,
Khomeini announced the formation of an Islamic Republic in Iran from his home in Paris.186 The
demonstrations culminated in Ashura in December of 1978 and shortly after the regime started
to break down.187 Some parts of the military turned their back to the Shah and the prime minister,
Shahpour Bakhtiar, who was appointed by the Shah to gain the support of the more modern
middle class Iranians, demanded, in a move that reflected public opinion, that the Shah leave the
country.188 This move resulted in the return of Khomeini to Iran in February 1979, which was
followed by the annexation of the government institutions by Khomeini’s followers and led to
the arrests and executions of army officers, suspected members of SAVAK and members of the
regime of the Shah.189 The march on the 7th of September became known as ‘Black Friday’ and
resulted in hundreds of deaths among Iranian citizens as soldiers fired into the protesting crowd,
who chanted their newest slogan that called for the establishment of an Islamic Republic.190
The US ambassador in Iran hoped that urging the Shah to leave Iran was in the best
interest of himself as well as that of the country and by arranging his departure, the United States
might gain a favourable position with the Ayatollah.191 Nevertheless, Washington officials were
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conflicted in in how to deal with the unfolding situation in Iran. Carter, witnessing the escalating
revolution, had to make a choice between continuing his support for a falling Shah by
encouraging him to repress the opposition and use a full military crackdown, or find ways of
dealing with a new emerging regime.192 As the regime of the Shah fell, the Twin Pillar policy that
the United States had sustained until then fell apart.193 The policy had been structured around a
close relationship with the Shah, but the arrival of an openly hostile Islamist regime in Tehran left
the United States vulnerable in the Persian Gulf region.194 The close relation that the United
States had maintained with the Shah came to haunt them after the revolution, as the Iranian
people remembered how the US had supported the authoritarian ruler of their country at the cost
of Iran’s domestic issues and democratic values.195 The aftermath of the Islamic Revolution of
1979 altered the relationship between the two countries. This would eventually lead to the
degeneration of nuclear diplomacy and a severance of the cooperative ties that had been built
between the United States and Iran in regard to nuclear cooperation, as move Iran closer towards
America’s foes.
US officials believed that Washington would either come to deal with the new regime, or
that this new regime would soon collapse and business would go back to how it was before.196
Critique of America’s intelligence agencies mounted as they were accused of failing to adequately
foresee possible crises around the world and in Iran.197 America’s willingness to engage openly
with an authoritarian leader who had demanded that the US limited its intelligence gathering
operations in the country incited more critique.198 The CIA had concluded in 1978 that ‘Iran is
not in a revolutionary or even pre-revolutionary situation’ and added that ‘those who are in
opposition, both violent and non-violent, do not have the capacity to be more than
troublesome.’199 Furthermore, this incoherent and conflicting analysis of the situation was
enhanced as the Pentagon’s Defense Intelligence Agency (DIA) believed that the Shah would
remain in power for the next ten years, the US ambassador to the United Nations, Andrew
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Young, declared that ‘it would be impossible to have a fundamentalist Islamic State in Iran
because too much Western idealism has infiltrated that movement.’200 But the State Department’s
intelligence section’s Iran desk officer, Henry Precht, urged a more cautious approach towards
Iran.201 Precht argued that the Shah was not likely to survive the coming revolution and was
actively opposing US policy towards Iran.202 However, since Precht’s stance was so different from
many others, Secretary of State Cyrus Vance distanced himself from Precht’s statements and
limited the influence of the Iran desk in policy-making decisions at the highest level.203 Even
Khomeini, the key player in the unfolding of the revolution, was unknown to policy makers in
Washington and had to be identified to them by the embassy staff in 1978.204 As policy-makers in
Washington were extensively occupied with foreign policy objectives with more priority, such as
the Camp David Accords, ongoing and extensive attempts to normalise relations with China and
the SALT negotiations – agreements between the Soviet Union and the United States to limit
strategic nuclear delivery vehicles and to restrict the ongoing arms race in strategic ballistic
missiles capable of carrying a nuclear warhead in general – US policy in Iran was not prioritised
and therefore not revised.205 Nevertheless, the fall of the Shah represented to many policy-makers
in Washington the absolute collapse of the United States’ foreign policy in a part of the world
that had been considered being of crucial importance to its interests.206 Only when US
ambassador to Tehran, William Sullivan, in a cable that has since been described as one of the
most important documents in the entire revolutionary period, warned US policy-makers of the
Shah’s diminishing popularity among Iranians, did policy-makers in Washington take the
situation more seriously.207 Sullivan, who had been a supporter of the Shah, send a cable to
secretary of state Vance, laying out the possibility of the Shah abdicating the throne and how this
might not necessarily be bad for the United States.208 Sullivan further indicated that cooperation
with the new leaders of Iran could be possible because of the anti-communist and anti-Soviet
stance of Khomeini and his followers as well as the fact that most of the young officers in Iran’s
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military had been trained by the United States or Western allies.209 Now aware that the US might
lose its close cooperation with Iran, Charles Stebbins, a staff member of the National Security
Council, wrote a memorandum to president Carter’s Assistant for National Security Affairs,
Zbigniew Brzezinski, discussing conventional arms transfers to discuss how the US should fill the
transfer ‘gap’ that would result from the loss of the Iranian market.210 Then, on November 4th
1979, radical Iranian students stormed the US embassy in Tehran and held 52 Americans hostage
for 444 days.211 The students engaging in hostage-taking were directed by Khomeini and refused
an early settlement with the US, as they remembered that the United States had invited the Shah
to their country as the revolution reached its peak, calling the United States the ‘Great Satan.’212
In november of 1979, as the embassy was still being invaded, Carter stopped the import of
Iranian oil, expelled Iranians from the United States, froze Iranian assets and sent a convoy to
Iran to conduct negotiations.213 In April of 1980, Carter orders all diplomatic ties with Iran to be
broken and placed sanctions on all Iranian goods, with the exception of medicine and food.214
Carter lost the Presidential race of 1980 to Ronald Reagan due to the collapse of his ratings – in
large part due to his inability to negotiate with Iran – and the hostages were freed on the day of
Reagan’s inauguration.215 In the aftermath of the Islamic Revolution, all regular diplomatic
contact between the United States and Iran were severed.216 Ultimately, the Algiers Accords –
brokered by the Algerian government – were signed in January 1981 in which the United States
promised not to interfere in Iran’s internal affairs and lifted sanctions in exchange for the release
of the hostages.217 Another troublesome moment was Iran’s response to Israel’s invasion of
Lebanon, which led to the creation of Hezbollah in 1982, a terrorist organisation functioning as
an Iranian proxy in the region, resulted in increasing hostilities between Iran and Israel with the
United States supporting the latter.218 Hezbollah also attacked the American embassy and marine
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barracks in Beirut in 1983, increasing tensions between the US and Iran even further and
resulting in President Reagan declaring Iran ‘a state sponsor of international terrorism.’219 The
Arab-Israeli conflict that had troubled the region for decades took a step in the right direction
with the 1993 Oslo Accords for which the groundwork was laid in 1989 when the American
Academy of Arts and Sciences hosted multiple conferences bringing Arab and Israeli participants
together to argue about potential solutions towards the conflict, and thus exhibited the practical
use of track II diplomacy.220
The fall of the Shah in combination with reports of an Marxist invasion of Northern
Yemen, a previous Marxist coup in Afghanistan, a deal between Ethiopia and the Soviet Union in
1978, the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan and the assassination of US Ambassador to Kabul,
Adolph Dubs, in 1979, enhanced the sentiment that the United States had lost its strategic
position in the Middle East and along with it its capacity to influence events in the region.221 Iran,
under Khomeini, also reduced its arms purchases and abandoned its role as regional security
guarantor for the United States and in general dispossessing the United States of an ally that had
protected its regional interests for so long.222 Iran furthermore withdrew from CENTO in 1979,
thereby depriving the US of an important link in its objective to contain the Soviet sphere of
influence.223 That Iran would take on a different role in the region became clear as it stopped oil
sells to Israel and broke all diplomatic relations with Israel and Egypt.224 It furthermore
recognised the Palestinian Liberation Organisation and handed it the former Israeli embassy and
stopped its support for pro-Western monarchs and sultans in the Gulf-region.225 The United
States, in turn, reacted to this. Brzezinski wrote a memorandum to president Carter in 1980 on
their strategy for the Middle East, in which he argued that the United States should aim to
establish the long-term goal of maintaining a permanent naval presence in the Persian Gulf and
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Indian Ocean.226 Additionally, the US should protect its Middle Eastern allies and establish a
‘more cohesive and cooperative’ relationship with Iran.227
The Islamic Revolution in Iran has led to the complete severance of diplomatic ties
between the US and Iran as well as to increased economic sanctions on Iran. The deterioration of
the relationship as well as the absence of official diplomatic contacts support the need for
unofficial, track II, diplomatic efforts.
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Chapter 7
Nuclear Diplomacy with Post-Revolutionary Iran
This chapter focuses on the development of the nuclear relation between the United States and
Iran between 1979 and 2001 by looking at Iran’s post-revolutionary nuclear energy sector, its
move towards closer relationships with the Soviet Union, a decrease in American influence and a
regional war that convinced Iran that it needed nuclear weapons to defend itself.
Iran re-started its nuclear ambitions in the 1980s and revived its science and technology
efforts as well as continued its ‘civilian’ nuclear energy programme.’228 As the regime fell, many
Iranian nuclear scientists fled, and Western countries suspended their agreements with Iran and
stopped their support for Iran’s nuclear aspirations.229 Iran’s nuclear programme came to a halt,
as Ayatollah Khomeini believed that nuclear weapons went against the core values of Islam.230
Khomeini, who had ordered a fatwa against nuclear weapons, changed his mind in 1987 as
pressure from Iran’s Revolutionary Guard Corps intensified.231 Ali Khamenei, who was president
between 1981 and 1989 and became the Supreme Leader after Khomeini’s death, together with
another influential politician, Akbar Hashemi Rafsanjani – who would become president after
Khamenei – did not await Khomeini’s approval and started exploring Iran’s nuclear options.232
Shortly after the revolution, leading figures in the new regime were eager to re-start the nuclear
programme and in 1982 secret meetings were conducted with the German firm Siemens, who
had started the building of the nuclear reactor at Bushehr earlier, to finish its construction.233 In
1982, uranium was secretly smuggled out of the Tehran Research Center, which still
accommodated the American supplied five-megawatt research reactor and in 1983 the two
political leaders established the Strategic Research and Nuclear Technology Unit as part of the
Revolutionary Guard Corps.234 In 1985, Iran uncovered a five-year nuclear programme plan that
allocated millions of dollars to various institutions.235 Furthermore, as Iran’s leadership decided
that it was time to restart its abandoned nuclear programme, it extended its search for available
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uranium and attempted to convince the fled Iranian scientists to return home.236 The exiled
scientists were invited to a conference that would take place in 1986 at Bushehr and was
organised by the AEOI.237 In 1984, Tehran focused its attention on establishing a new nuclear
research laboratory at the Isfahan Nuclear Technology Center (INTC) in which Chinese expertise
was used for its development, leading to the creation of a ‘training reactor’ in 1985.238 In 1991, US
satellites produced images of constructions on a plutonium plant – the Isfahan plant – involving
a great number of Chinese technicians at work.239
One of the reasons Iran again sought to obtain non-conventional modes of warfare was
its conflict with Iraq between 1980 and 1988 in which the two countries vied over regional
leadership, spurred by ethnic and sectarian division and incompatible foreign policy objectives.240
Iraq’s adoption of chemical weapons resulted in the deaths of thousands of Iranians, who
perceived the lack of international condemnation as the justification for their need to obtain
nuclear weapons as a means to defend themselves.241 Iraq had also bombed the Bushehr nuclear
power plant three times between 1984 and 1985.242 Furthermore, as Iran’s conflicts with Iraq and
Israel urged its need to utilise non-conventional weapons, Iran’s clash with the United States,
which played out as an asymmetric conflict between a regional and a global power, further
enhanced its move to enhance its nuclear weapons programme.243
As a result of the Iran-Iraq war and the threat that Saddam Hussein posed with his
supposed use of nuclear weapons, Iran’s nuclear programme developed further.244 The
programme now came under the control of Iran’s Revolutionary Guard Corps – Iran’s elite
armed forces unit – and was not adopted for civil purposes.245 Shortly after, Pakistan’s Abdul
Qadeer Khan, better known as AQ Khan, a nuclear physicist and former politician who created
Pakistan’s uranium enrichment programme for their own atomic bomb, provided Iran with
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technical drawings of the P-1 centrifuge, a nuclear technology for the enrichment of uranium, in
1985.246 Iran offered Pakistan around $3.5 billion to share its nuclear technology and Pakistan’s
AQ Khan provided Iran with the second generation of Pakistani centrifuge – the P-2 – for the
enrichment of uranium in 1995.247 Furthermore, Iran refused to sign an indefinite extension of
the Non-Proliferation Treaty as long as the five major nuclear powers in the world did not reduce
and dismantle their own nuclear weapons and nuclear sectors.248 Iran did sign the Comprehensive
Test Ban Treaty in 1996, which prohibits ‘any nuclear weapon test explosion or any other nuclear
explosion’ no matter where in the world.249
Iran again sent students and nuclear engineers abroad and signed agreements with
Pakistan in 1987 and China in 1990 to train Iran’s nuclear personnel and provide the country
with necessary technical assistance.250 However, as US pressure mounted, Pakistan and China
both abandoned these agreements later on.251 Since the mid-1980s, the United States, Israel and
other Western allies have been critical of Iran’s pursuit of nuclear weapons capabilities and have
accused the country developing its nuclear sector for military purposes and not just for civilian
ones, as Iranian officials have claimed.252 Iran claimed that this did not violate the terms of the
NPT, as producing enriched uranium is not illegal as long as IAEA inspectors have access to the
facilities.253 Here, Iran methodically abused a weakness in the NPT, as an illegal bomb design is
rather easy to hide and, since it does not yet have a nuclear payload, these two things can be
manufactured separately.254 The IAEA estimated that a country in possession of both the bomb
design and parallel nuclear materials could produce a nuclear bomb in just two weeks.255 The
uranium that Iran imported from abroad was meticulously hidden from the IAEA inspectors and
an IAEA report stated that ‘all of the materials important to uranium conversion between 1981
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and 1993 have been done so without having been reported to the Agency.’256 By November 1991,
and again in 1995, the AEIA’s director-general, Hans Blix, still indicated that there was no cause
to believe that Iran was attempting to acquire nuclear technology.257 This, in itself, is not
surprising, as inspections at multiple Iranian nuclear facilities in 1992 and 1993 did not uncover
any illegal activities.258
With the death of Khomeini in 1989, Ayatollah Khamenei took-over power in Tehran.
Khamenei was determined to make Iran independent of foreign aid and sought to dispose Iran of
foreign influences, believing that these were responsible for all the problems that the country
faced.259 Iran under Khamenei moved closer towards an autarchic system, as the Ayatollah
claimed that even the sanctions placed on Iran were a blessing, because it would force the
country to function independently of outsiders.260 Khamenei’s distrust of the international society
was focused on the United States the most, as he feared that the US used soft-power tactics to
erode the Iranian state. Therefore, Khamenei refused to sign any agreement with the United
States, including any nuclear agreements, as he saw these as a tool to keep Iran from obtaining
the necessary means to counter threats to its own survival and sovereignty.261
After the Iranian Revolution, the United States immediately terminated its assistance to
Iran under the Atoms for Peace programme, halted its civilian nuclear cooperation agreement
and stopped the export of its highly enriched uranium to the country.262 President Carter had
pushed to limit the sale of conventional arms to US allies who did not place human rights in high
regard between 1977 and 1979.263 Due to his own background as a nuclear physics engineer,
Carter became involved in new actions regarding nuclear weapons, such as non-proliferation
efforts and the International Nuclear Fuel Cycle Evaluation (INFCE) – which is an organisation
concerned with assessing the risk of nuclear weapons proliferation from nuclear fuel cycles and
mediates between disagreeing international actors on how to meet these risks.264 Already in 1977,
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the Ad Hoc Interagency Group on Nuclear Proliferation conducted a study on how the United
States should proceed with its efforts to promote the non-proliferation of nuclear weapons
globally to ensure the US’ preparedness in case of international crises or conflict.265 A follow-up
paper two years later, prepared by the Department of State, argued that, since the announcement
that the United States would focus more intensely on non-proliferation policy, the United States
achieved a better awareness of the dangers that nuclear weapons proliferation abroad could
pose.266 Additionally it stated that progress had been made in re-negotiating multiple nuclear
cooperation agreements.267 The United States furthermore acquired updated commitments to the
Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty and managed to gain support from other states that supplied
nuclear materials to increase caution on the export of sensitive nuclear materials and
technologies, in part due to the events in Iran that disrupted the global energy supply.268 In 1980,
President Carter adopted a series of new nuclear policies, which would later function as the
foundation for President Reagan’s policy of expanding America’s nuclear weapons capabilities.269
Presidential Directive 59 from July 25th 1980, argued that the US’ nuclear capabilities should be
able to deter nuclear attacks by foreign actors on the United States or its allies and that this
strategy would lead to a deterrence of non-nuclear attacks and therefore keep the option available
to negotiate acceptable terms to end a conflict or war.270 The nuclear cooperation that had existed
between the United States and Iran prior to the revolution came to a standstill while at the same
time anti-nuclear weapons activists started to organise campaigns urging the most powerful states
to stop their nuclear-weapons programmes and continue disarmament negotiations.271
Simultaneously, the fears of nuclear war were fuelled by movies and tv-programmes.272 These
instances already show examples of track II initiatives exerting influence on Iranian nuclear
policy. Reagan proposed the Strategic Defense Initiative (SDI) that would create an indestructible
shield against any incoming missile attacks.273 This initiative was not taken seriously by experts
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and was later characterised as the ‘Star Wars.’274 Fears of an inescapable nuclear war grew among
the American public and were strengthened by new scientific discoveries that even a limited form
of nuclear warfare might result in a nuclear winter, ensuing the extinction of most plant and
animal life.275
American concerns of a possible increase in Soviet influence in the Gulf region grew as
Iran had long been a place in which the Russians competed with the British and Americans for
influence in the region.276 The Revolution did not lead to an immediate Soviet intervention in
Iran but rather to the collapse of American intelligence efforts in Northern Iran, the collapse of
the Iranian oil production and the subsequent increase of global oil prices between 1979 and
1981.277 Nevertheless, American officials called for the strengthening of the ‘American Image’
and the countering of Soviet anti-US propaganda in Iran, as can be read from a memorandum by
the Executive Secretary of the Department of State, Peter Tarnoff, to Brzezinski in February
1979.278 American officials believed that the Soviet Union attempted to make use of the chaotic
situation in Iran to increase its presence there by creating anti-US sentiments.279 The return of
Ayatollah Khomeini was met with positive sentiments in the Soviet media and Iran’s new Deputy
Prime Minister, Amir Entazam, was reported saying that the relationship between Iran and the
Soviet Union would be broadened and further developed, as well as stated that the bilateral
relation between the two countries would become much better than it had been under the Shah’s
regime.280 However, as the revolution continued, the Soviet Union became more alarmed at the
perceived religious fanaticism and ‘official religious-theological doctrine’ that was driving the
country into chaos and economic hardship.281 The Soviet Union hoped that the Islamic
Revolution would be followed by a socialist revolution and therefore did not support the
governments of Bazargan – Iran’s first post-revolution Prime-Minister – and Bani-Sadr – Iran’s
first post-revolution President – but supported Khomeini instead.282 According to Noureddin
Kianouri, then leader of the pro-Soviet Tudeh party, the period following the revolution created a
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schism between the revolutionary center and the more liberal facets of Iranian society.283 The
Iran-Soviet relations in the 1980 oscillated between reconciliation and hostility, depending on the
fortuity of the various groups within the circles of leadership.284
Iran was not dependent on Soviet Union’s arms to survive the regional struggles of the
1980s.285 During this period, Iran purchased its arms indirectly from multiple states, such as
North Korea, Syria, Libya and on the open market from Western sources as well.286 Although the
Soviet Union enjoyed good relations with both Iran and Iraq during their war and attempted not
to choose a side, reports suggested that, whereas Iran had previously denied Soviet arms, it
accepted Soviet security assistance in mid-1981.287 Also, since the Revolution, there had been
between 1,500 and 2,000 Soviet advisors and technicians in Iran, some of whom for military
purposes.288 The relationship between Iran and the Soviet Union also experienced some
difficulties, especially during the Iran-Iraq war in which the Soviet Union took a neutral position
initially, even though being a long-time ally of Iraq.289 This relationship cooled as Saddam
Hussein threatened Soviet client state Syria and improved relations with regional conservative
Arab states.290 However, once the Soviet Union increased its military support for Iraq and
invaded Afghanistan – a move criticised by Iran – anti-Soviet sentiment increased, leading to the
execution of persecuted leaders of the communist Tudeh party and expulsions of Soviet
diplomats from Iran.291 However, by early 1989, as their relationship stabilised, both the Soviet
Union and Iran decided to expand bilateral ties and a meeting between Soviet foreign minister
Eduard Shevardnadze and Khomeini in Tehran in 1989 showed that the Ayatollah approved of a
more enhanced relationship between the countries.292 Afterwards, prime minister Rafsanjani
visited Moscow in June of 1989 and signed a $6 billion arms deal with the Soviet Union.293
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However, as the Cold War ended and the United States came out on top, Iran had to find some
way to structure its relationships with more discretion.294
Tensions between the United States and the Soviet Union increased as President Reagan
called the Soviet Union ‘the focus of evil in the modern world,’ and moved to overthrow the
Communist regime in Nicaragua, using secret shipments of weapons sent from Iran to the rebels,
or ‘contras’, and invaded Grenada in 1983.295 President Reagan took a more offensive approach
to the United Sates’ foreign policy by building-up the military again, where he felt that previous
administrations had let it somewhat deteriorate.296 By spurring military spending and labelling the
Soviet Union as the ‘evil empire,’ Reagan reignited Cold War hostilities between the two
countries.297 As Iran had achieved some successes in its war against Iraq, the United States
launched Operation Staunch in 1983 due to fears that a fruitful Iranian offensive against Iraq
would result in strategical regional threats to the United States and its allies.298 The operation
enforced a worldwide arms embargo on Iran, which has been marked as the first major strategic
operation against Iran since the hostage crisis.299 Iranian president Rafsanjani wanted to open-up
Iran to the world and attract foreign capital that was needed to rebuild the Iranian economy.300
One of the major parts of this policy was his wish to restore Iran’s relation to the United States,
which, he believed, would aid Iran in its economic development, particularly in the energy
sector.301 Relations with Iran were improved and even though the official policy of dual
containment still stood, US companies traded with Iran, particularly in the oil sector, enabling the
US to sell Iranian oil on the global market.302
The United States only discovered that Iran had yet again began working on its nuclear
programme in the early 1990’s, by which time opinions were divided on how to deal with the
issue efficiently.303 It was during this period of new regional conflict that Iran was given the label
of ‘rogue state’ due to its involvement in the development of nuclear arms, support of
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international terrorism, posing a global or regional military threat to others and challenging the
basis of international norms.304 As were many aspects of the Islamic Republic, the nuclear
programme, too, was mismanaged for most of the first decade of its re-opening.305 President
Mohammad Khatami, elected in 1997, was even willing to disregard Iran’s nuclear programme in
return for American promises that restrictions on trade, investment and other aid would be
lessened.306 Khatami called for ‘a dialogue of civilisation’ between the United States and Iran and
for a moment it seemed as though positive progress in their relationship could be made in which
factors of track II diplomacy played a role, but could not usher any breakthroughs.307
Nevertheless, after a period of easing restriction, in March 1995, an executive order by president
Clinton forbade all American investments in Iran’s energy sector and on May 6, 1995, Clinton
issued executive order 12959, which banned any trade between the United States and Iran.308 In
1996, Clinton furthermore signed into law the Iran-Libya Sanctions Act (ILSA) in response to
Iran’s continuing nuclear programme and the regime’s support for terrorist organisations in the
region.309 The act targeted Iran’s energy sector and was meant to enforce economic penalties on
any company that invested more than $20 million in it.310 In January of 2000, the CIA was
reported suggesting that Iran ‘may be capable of producing a nuclear weapon now’ but the
Raegan administration did not act on this as their rapprochement efforts towards President
Khatami were of more importance.311 Madeleine Albright, President Clinton’s Secretary of State,
attempted to sooth the relationship between the two countries in a speech before the IranAmerica Council, a prominent track II initiator, in which she formally apologised for America’s
role in the 1953 Coup.312 Nevertheless, and opposite of what Albright intended, Iran responded
unsympathetic to the remarks and Iran’s Foreign Minister, Kharrazi, even threatened to sue
America, using Albright’s own admission in court.313 Later, in March 2000, due to the CIA’s new
time-frame of Iran’s possible possession of a nuclear weapon, President Clinton signed the Iran
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Non-proliferation Act, imposing sanctions on any individual or company involved in Iran’s
nuclear activities.314 The United States were still occupied with perceiving Iran as a rogue state
whose actions had to normalise before it could be accepted back in the international community
and enjoy the benefits of such standing.315
Since Iran was unable to find Western partners to participate in its nuclear programme, it
shifted its attention to the Soviet Union and China, with which it signed nuclear cooperation
agreements in 1990.316 In March of 1990, the Soviet Union and Iran signed a deal in which the
USSR would build two VVER 440 water-water energetic reactor’s in return for Iranian natural
gas.317 Further agreements were made in which the Soviet Union and Iran would cooperate in
developing their nuclear research for peaceful purposes, according to the two parties.318 After the
fall of the Soviet Union and the establishment of the Russian Federation, Iran and Russia became
more intertwined.319 Iran’s attempts to accumulate arms and Russia’s troublesome economic
situations ensured that a rather lucrative system of trade was established that eventually led to the
transfer of nuclear technology to Iran.320 The fall of the Soviet Union also left diplomatic
institutions like the United Nations ill-equipped to keeping peace in the post-Cold War era and
track II diplomacy was more and more viewed as the go-to way of policy-making.321 Iran and
Russia’s Ministry of Atomic Energy signed a $800 million deal in 1995 that completed the lightwater power reactor that the German company Siemens had started to build in the 1970s near
Bushehr and another deal that ensured Russian supply of nuclear fuel to Iran for the next ten
years.322 The United States attempted to prevent this deal, since they believed that Iran could
acquire plutonium in this way, but Iranian officials argued that this project still uphold the articles
of the Non-Proliferation Treaty.323 The CIA, at a congressional testimony, commented on the
Russian effort to finish the construction of the Bushehr plant and argued that, although the
project would not immediately result in Iranian possession of a nuclear weapon, it would give
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Iran increasing access to Russia’s nuclear industry.324 At the summit talks between Presidents
Clinton and Yeltsin in Washington in 1994, the question of Iran was put on the table again.325 In
order to calm the fears of the Americans, Yeltsin underscored that Russia had no intentions to
sign a new arms agreement with the Islamic Republic of Iran.326 Russia attempted to dampen
American fears again in May of 1995 when the two leaders met and Clinton asked Yeltsin to
cancel a $1 billion agreement in sales for light water nuclear reactors to Iran.327 Yeltsin refused,
arguing that Russia’s agreement with Iran was similar to an agreement the United States had with
North-Korea, to which it was selling similar reactors.328 However, and according to the Bulletin of
the Atomic Scientist, then former president Carter’s efforts in North Korea to dissuade them to
continue their nuclear programme, have been hailed as an example of successful track II
diplomacy in which an ex-official meets with officials of another nation to seek solutions to highlevel difficulties.329 A deal was struck between the United States and Russia in which the Russians
agreed to work on one of the Bushehr power plants instead of both, and to provide no more
additional reactors or assistance in fuel-cycles to Iran.330 Iran’s ambassador to Russia, Mehdi
Safari, in September 1995 told journalists that Iran did not have any desire to obtain nuclear
weapons and that the nuclear plant being built at Bushehr would be Iran’s ‘first and last.’331 The
fear that Iran was in the process of acquiring nuclear weapons was enhanced when the director of
the CIA told US Congress that Iran had been scouring not only Western but also Asian markets
in search for nuclear and missile technology, predominantly China for its nuclear expertise and
North-Korea for its missiles.332 The agreement between the United States and Russia evaporated
in 2000 as president Putin’s economic advisor argued that, since Iran is a neighbour to Russia,
they ought to have a good relationship with it ‘including in the field of civilian nuclear energy’.333
The United States lost much of its strategic influence in the Gulf regional after the Islamic
Revolution took hold of Iran. Its efforts towards nuclear diplomacy also declined as Iran moved
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closer to the Russians. Attempts were made at diplomatic efforts and track II diplomacy was seen
as a possibly fruitful alternative to official diplomacy.
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Chapter 8
Holding Iran Accountable: The US and Iran in the post-9/11 Era
This chapter analyses the development of the nuclear relation between the United States and Iran
from 2001 to 2015, when the nuclear deal was signed. This chapter focuses on the slow
rekindling of US-Iranian relations, the post-9/11 setting of the war on terror and its influence on
American foreign policy in the Middle East and the role of international safeguard organisations
and treaties in making sure Iran adhered to the agreements made. The chapter also focuses on the
deepening tensions and mistrust over Iran’s perceived illicit use of its nuclear programme and
efforts of the international community to agree on a nuclear deal. Since the attacks of 9/11 and
the subsequent show of force by the United States in Iraq and Afghanistan and across the Middle
East, Iran has grown more insecure and the persistent animosity between Washington and
Tehran has become Iran’s main strategical occupation, which they have used to justify their quest
towards obtaining a nuclear weapon.334
To make up for its expected gradual depletion of reserves of fossil fuels, Iran announced
in 2002 that it had designed a 20-years plan in which it would construct a nuclear power plant
with a capacity of 6000 Megawatts electric (MWe) to exist alongside the Bushehr plant which the
Russians had started to rebuild in 1995.335 Furthermore, President Khatami announced in 2003
that Iran had begun to develop a complete nuclear fuel cycle, which meant that Iran could
conduct the whole operation from the mining and processing of uranium for in the nuclear
reactors to processing the spent fuel and its nuclear waste, by itself.336 Khatami stated that his
government sought to extract uranium from a mine at Saghand, an important mine which housed
some 1,580,000 tons of uranium ore with an estimated grade of 553 g/tonne and, according to
IAEA reports, had an annual production quantity of some 50 tonnes uranium.337 Apart from
Iran’s nuclear development, the country also advanced its ballistic and cruise missile technologies,
which could carry a nuclear payload and worried Western states.338 International attention was
now fixated on the Shihab-3, suspected of being based on North-Korea’s No Dong missile, and
with a range of 2,000 kilometres would be able to carry a nuclear warhead to Iran’s adversaries.339
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In the 2005 elections, former mayor of Tehran and commander of the IRGC, Mahmoud
Ahmadinejad, was elected Iran’s new president.340 Tensions between Washington and Tehran
grew as Ahmadinejad characterised the West as facilitating and maintaining nuclear ‘apartheid’
and warned that ‘if some try to impose their will on the Iranian people through resort to a
language of force and threat with Iran, we will reconsider our entire approach to the nuclear
issue.’341 Furthermore, Ahmadinejad rejected the EU’s deal and increased its supply of IED’s to
Iraq as well as assistance to the insurgency in the country.342 Predominantly the increase in
support for the Iraqi insurgents who fought the American invasion lead to Secretary of State
Condoleezza Rice’s advisor, Philip Zelikow, to stipulate in a secret memo that what he had
recently seen of Iranian support in Iraq could be seen as an act of war against the United States.343
Around 2006, Iran began constructing a new enrichment facility – the Fordow plant – near the
holy city of Qom.344 This facility was built first at a base of the IRGC and later moved inside a
mountain in order to withstand a feared Israeli airstrike on the facility and its estimated 2,800
centrifuges, most of which operational.345 Ali Ardashir Larijani, Ahmadinejad’s secretary of the
Supreme National Security Council and Iran’s top nuclear negotiator between 2005 and 2007
argued that ‘if Iran becomes atomic Iran, no longer will anyone dare to challenge it.’346 At
Ahmadinejad’s annual visit to speak at the United Nations General Assembly, he indicated
Tehran’s willingness to discuss methods of de-escalating the showdown with the P5+1 and
offered to end Iran’s production of twenty percent enriched uranium but wanted in return fuel
for the Tehran Research Reactor.347 This offer was significant, because it was exactly the problem
of the twenty percent enriched uranium which drove Israel to contemplate bombing Iranian
nuclear facilities previously.348 Nevertheless, the United States did not accept the deal as they
believed it was not serious enough and urged that any future offers ought to be submitted to the
IAEA.349
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Prior to his presidency in 2013, Hassan Rouhani had functioned as Iran’s top nuclear
negotiator between 1989 and 2005 and argued in a 2006 Time magazine article that a nuclear
armed Iran would be a destabilising factor in the region, that it would result in a regional arms
race and that it would deplete the already limited resources in the region.350 Rouhani nonetheless
called for more intense talks with the P5+1 to resolve the outstanding issues surrounding Iran’s
nuclear programme.351 The signing of the Joint Plan of Action with the P5+1 in 2005 was the
first step towards increased nuclear diplomacy. Nevertheless, tensions grew high as Iran’s nuclear
programme was directly targeted by the computer virus Stuxnet, causing the self-destruction of
Iranian centrifuges used in the process of enriching uranium and which was, according to former
National Security Agency contractor Edward Snowden, created and used by the United States in
cooperation with Israel.352 Just a brief period later, Iranian nuclear scientists were assassinated on
at least five occasions but in which the United States denied any involvement.353 However, in an
interview with a German newspaper, Israel’s Defense minister, Moshe Ya’alon, hinted at Israel’s
involvement in the attacks.354
The Unites States’ approach to Iran in the years following the attacks of 9/11 should be
understood in the context of President Bush’s subsequent War on Terror and the perceived
threat from radical Islamist governments.355 Bush’s foreign policy has largely been built on
previous doctrines of deterring and containment of threats, be they Fascist, Communist or
Islamist.356 The combination of the perceived threat of radical Islamist regimes and rogue states
on their way to becoming nuclear armed characterised the Bush’s stance towards Iran.357 Since
the early 2000’s, US officials have on numerous occasions called for strikes against Iranian
nuclear sites and considered a strategy of regime change in Tehran.358 Bush intended to deploy
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small nuclear weapons to destroy underground Iranian military facilities.359 President Bush had
also called Iran – along with Iraq and North-Korea – an ‘Axis of Evil’ in a speech, rekindling
Raegan’s ‘Evil Empire’ sentiment used during the Cold War.360 The 2002 National Security
Strategy stated that rogue regimes seek nuclear, biological and chemical weapons and that the
pursuance in obtaining these and the possible trading of these materials and weapons on the
global market formed a threat to all nations.361 The policy of deterrence was mostly structured to
aid the US’ Arab allies in the region and the Bush administration kept the option for a military
strike against Iran close at hand in case Iran would attack one of America’s allies.362 America’s
foreign policy became centred on four aspects: the geostrategic security of Israel and other Gulf
States – in particular Saudi Arabia –, energy security, counter terrorism and the prevention of
regional nuclear weapons proliferation.363 However, even as the US pertained to promote
democracy and freedom around the world, it continued to emphasise unilateral action as a
legitimate tool of foreign policy and it withdrew from the Anti-Ballistic Missile Treaty and failed
to ratify the Kyoto Protocol on Climate Change and indicated that it would not support the
International Criminal Court.364 This instigated a move away from multilateral cooperation
between states in their efforts to sharpen nuclear arms controls.365 The United States were not
contempt with a status-quo in the world but acted in a way that would see America’s power
increase to strengthen its own global dominance.366 The Bush administrations had failed to
sustain the US’ disarmament commitments which lead to a breach of the authority of the United
States in regards to the non-proliferation of nuclear weapons, instigating a legitimacy problem
from which parties who did not adhere to the Non-Proliferation Treaty benefited.367 Bush
continued to loosen the restrictions on the possible use of nuclear weapons by abolishing the socalled ‘firewall’ that had existed between conventional and non-conventional weapons.368 In
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February of 2006, the US State Department created a new Iran Desk and indicates that it would
emphasise training in Farsi and establish a diplomatic post in Dubai to handle any affairs vis-à-vis
Iran.369 The resentment of Iran’s clerical leadership towards the United States was reiterated in
2006 as Ayatollah Khamenei said that “if it’s not this [Iran’s nuclear programme], they [US
leaders] will find another issue. Their aim is to put us under duress and exhaust us. Their
objective is regime change.”370 Indeed, there were those active in track II initiatives who actively
called for regime-change, but this was mostly done from an ideological standpoint by those who
did not perceive a nuclear deal with Iran as a possibility.371
The Bush administration sought to discuss the issue of missile defence and nonproliferation with Moscow, as it opposed the nuclear relationship between Russia and Iran in
which missiles and nuclear technology were traded.372 During discussions at the 2003 G8 summit
in Evian, it proved difficult for Bush to convince Putin to alter Russia’s policy towards Iran due
to Moscow’s economic and geopolitical goals.373 The Russians have around 300 companies and
some 20,000 jobs working at the Bushehr nuclear plant in Iran and as Russia’s own nuclear
energy sector lacks domestic customers, it is forced to look for a broader audience.374 In addition,
Russia favours Tehran’s role in the Islamic world and believes that retaining close ties with
Tehran results in less problems in Central Asian states close to Russia.375 The United States,
however, proved slow in acting on potentially beneficial moments such as a change in leadership
at Russia’s Ministry of Atomic Energy in 2001 when Alexander Rumyantsev – coming from the
Kurchatov Institute which pursued scientific cooperation with the US – replaced Adamov – who
supported Russia’s civilian nuclear exports and assistance to Iran.376 However, Russia’s assistance
to Iran in regards to the development of its nuclear sector persisted. In the beginning of 2002 the
CIA reported that Russia continued to supply Iran with missiles and nuclear programmes and in
his testimony before the Senate Select Intelligence Committee, the Agency’s director, George
Tenet, stated that Russia continued to aid Iran in almost all facets of its nuclear programme.377
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Nevertheless, Iran’s aims seem to have never been to deploy nuclear weapons against the United
States or its troops in the Middle East and Gulf-region but to guarantee the survival of the
Islamic Republic and deterring any US intervention in Iran’s domestic and foreign policies.378
Nevertheless, America’s Intelligence Community stated in 2007 that Iran had maintained an
active weaponization programme at least until 2003.379 These findings were supported by various
European and Middle Eastern intelligence services.380 Interestingly, the IAEA concluded in 2010
that they had important evidence that pointed towards ‘past and current undisclosed activities’ by
the Iranian military to develop a nuclear warhead and that these activities progressed past 2004.381
Furthermore, in 2008, the Bush administration designated Iran’s IRGC’s as a proliferator of
weapons of mass destruction and its elite Quds force as a sponsor of terrorism, resulting in the
implementation of economic sanctions.382 In August of 2008, at a talk at the Aspen Institute,
Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice told the audience that the United States had been quite
successful when it came to Iran.383 This was true in the sense that the Bush administration
managed to get the United Nations Security Council to agree on imposing sanctions on Iran,
even though analysts argue that these measures have proven too weak to actually pressure the
Iranian regime, and that the US had abstained from a direct war with Iran even as tensions rose
to a maximum by the end of 2008, when Iran tested some of its ballistic missiles in a show of
force.384 Nevertheless, Bush’s unilateral approach to Iran has been widely criticised even as he
came to accept the EU’s, Russian and Chinese position that Iran might in the future be allowed
to have a civilian nuclear programme and be able to enrich its own uranium, but condoned the
possibility that Iran use that nuclear technology and turn it into a militarised industry.385 The
overall relationship between the United States and Iran has fluctuated on numerous occasions as
one side attempted to initiate constructive talks only to be rebuffed by the other side and have
this act repeated over time with both sides taking the successive role of both the initiator and the
refuser.386 Nevertheless, the following years would also see diplomatic progress halted as Iran’s
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Foreign Minister, Mohamad Zarif, told reporters in 2014 that, when it came to nuclear research
and development, Iran would not accept any limitations.387 Ayatollah Khamenei went even
further and announced that Iran’s ‘nuclear science movement should not come to a halt or even
slow down.’388 In the end, both sides made concessions that would eventually lead to the signing
of the Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action in 2015. Nevertheless, Iran’s Supreme Leader has
always been the country’s most important and influential policymaker.389 But even Khamenei has
expressed his support of the nuclear deal, as the relief from sanctions would be beneficial to
Iran.390
For years, IAEA inspectors visited Iranian declared nuclear facilities to inspect the
absence of any illicit nuclear activities.391 However, these inspectors were unable to find any
parallel nuclear programme next to Iran’s declared civilian programme.392 This changed however
in 2002, when a group of Iranian dissidents – the National Council of Resistance of Iran – who
had been living in France, accused Iran’s leadership of building secret nuclear facilities
throughout the country, uncovering that the Iranian government had spent the last fifteen years
stimulating its illicit nuclear development.393 The information of Iran’s illicit activities was
supposedly leaked by Israel’s Mossad to the Iranians in exile because of American inactions in
response to CIA reporting that Iran and Pakistan had formed a nuclear pact as far back as 1987
and of which all subsequent US administrations had been informed but failed to act.394 The
dissidents pointed to a secret uranium enrichment plant at Natanz, as well as a heavy water
production facility at Arak.395 Thereupon, IAEA inspectors visited the sites and reported that
components to construct some 1000 extra centrifuges to be used for uranium enrichment were
found.396 The IAEA began its investigation into alleged Iranian clandestine nuclear activities and
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concluded after its examination that a number of these activities had violated the safeguard
agreements.397 An IAEA report suggests that in the early 2000s, Mohsen Fakhrizadeh, former
head of Iran’s Physics Research Centre (PHRC), led the AMAD project – Iran’s scientific project
to create a nuclear weapon.398 The IAEA Director General, Mohamed ElBaradei, travelled to
Tehran in February 2003 to meet with Khatami and other high-ranking Iranian officials.399
During the visit, the AEOI confirmed the existence of a heavy-water production plant at Arak
and a gas centrifuge uranium enrichment plant at Natanz.400 Iran’s initial response to the IAEA’s
uncover of its illicit activities was that they had no legal obligation to inform the AEA yet, as the
uranium had not yet been inserted into the centrifuges.401 Furthermore, Iranian officials stated
that the country was not abandoning its nuclear programme and made the argument that IAEA
inspectors should monitor its activities to ensure the absence of illicit Iranian activities and in that
way satisfy the international community.402 Even though IAEA inspectors were allowed to
conduct research into illicit nuclear activities in Iran, ElBaradei reported back to the IAEA Board
of Governors in August 2003 that Iran had not given the inspectors the access they required and
that incomplete and contradictory data had been provided to them regarding the most important
nuclear facilities.403 Additionally, equipment and work-stations used to work on the nuclear
project were thoroughly cleaned or disposed of to hide the precise nature of what had been done
there.404 This led to the implementation of a resolution in September 2003 which urged Iran to
sign and comply by an Additional Protocol to the IAEA’s safeguard agreement and indicated that
if Iran failed to resolve the issues surrounding its nuclear energy sector, the matter would be
transferred to the United Nation’s Security Council.405 Iran adopted the Additional Protocol in
the Tehran Declaration in December 2003, but in exchange, ElBaradei had to postpone
publishing his observation that Iran had been caught secretly building a nuclear weapons
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programme in an IAEA report.406 Between 2003 and 2005, predominantly France, Germany and
the United Kingdom – the EU3 – have led the diplomatic mission with Iran to stop it from
producing nuclear weapons.407 Iran complied between 2003 and 2005 but declared the EU3’s
diplomatic mission a failure and continued its enrichment programme in 2005, prompting the
IAEA’s Board of Directors to hand over the matter to the United Nation’s Security Council in
early 2006, primarily resulting in sanctions on Iran.408 The UNSC resolution 1696 from July of
2006 mentioned that Iran had not yet taken the steps that the IAEA required of it, such as Iran’s
continuation of its enrichment activities, in order to move their relation forward.409 The failure of
Iran to comply with these directives were again stressed in Security Council Resolution 1737
from December of 2006, in which was stated that Iran was still not cooperating with the IAEA in
line with the details of the Additional Protocol, which both parties signed, and that Iran had not
adhered to the previous UNSC resolution.410 The subsequent strategies of the United States, the
United Nations Security Council and various European Union Member States have been to
implementing sanctions between 2006 and 2010.411 Condoleezza Rice, Secretary of State under
president Bush, believed that the EU-Iran initiative was breaking apart and therefore instructed
John Bolton, the United States’ ambassador to the United Nations, to set a meeting with the
Iranian Ambassador to the United Nations.412 The meeting was used to announce a change in
American foreign policy and indicate their willingness to support a nuclear deal but only if Iran
accepted to suspend its enrichment programme.413 The EU3, with the support of the United
States, insisted that Iran halt its uranium enrichment programme.414 The most important aspects
of their diplomatic efforts evolved around “(…) guarantees that Iran’s nuclear program is
exclusively for peaceful purposes,” and both sides agreed to construct a long-term agreement that
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would see these aspects solidified.415 The participation of the United States in 2006 was of more
importance as by now also Russia and China had entered the discussions.416
Whilst in the mids of his campaign to become president, Barack Obama pointed out that
applying sanctions and threats on Iran would not be fruitful and that, instead, the United States
should seek engagement with Iran based on the absence of preconditions.417 This exact point was
made in in 2008 by members of the National Iranian American Council, a track II initiative, when
they published a paper discussing alternative methods of progressing the relation between the
United States and Iran.418 Furthermore, Obama criticised his Democratic rival, Hillary Clinton,
for her support of the government’s decision to designate Iran’s Revolutionary Guard Corp as a
terrorist organisation, stating that such actions had the potential of justifying American military
responses in Iran and argued that only the diplomatic route should be taken as he offered to meet
with president Ahmadinejad, because “Presidents talk to their enemies.”419 The P5+1 had to get
used to Obama’s foreign policy strategy of initiating direct diplomatic talks without the need for
certain prerequisites.420 Ahmadinejad responded to Obama’s offer of engaging in unconditional
talks by stating Iran’s own preconditions, namely that the United States should no longer object
to its nuclear programme, that the US ought to withdraw all its troops from the region and end
its support for Israel, and required that Obama apologise for all the crimes ‘committed against
the Iranian nation.’421 The Obama administration went around this by directly approaching
Ayatollah Khamenei and sent him a secret letter proposing to establish a direct channel to work
on a structure for future nuclear talks.422 The following year, pursuing a different strategy towards
dealing with Iran due to the failure of the attempted outreach efforts, Obama led a number of
multilateral sanctions against Iran which crippled the country’s economy.423 Iranian leadership
feared that these economic sanctions might steer the country towards another revolution, with
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the Arab Spring already in progress across the Middle East, and thus was motivated to engage in
negotiation with the United States regarding nuclear related issues.424
President Obama vowed to end the escalating development of the previous
administration and urged the world’s nuclear powers to demolish their nuclear stockpiles.425
During a public speech in Prague in 2009, president Obama clarified his aims in regards to the
future of arms control under his administration as he said: ‘I state clearly and with conviction
America’s commitment to seek the peace and security of a world without nuclear weapons.’426
Obama reiterated this commitment in his Nuclear Posture Review of April 2010, in which he said
that the United States would not utilise, nor threaten to use, nuclear weapons against non-nuclear
weapons states who adhere to the Non-Proliferation Treaty and operate in conformity with their
obligations towards the non-proliferation of nuclear weapons.427 Furthermore, Obama sealed a
deal with Russia in March 2010 in which both sides agreed to reduce the amount of deployed
nuclear warheads.428 In 2011, Obama attempted to create a high-level military communications
system between the United States and Iran, which was favoured by president Ahmadinejad but
loathed by Ayatollah Khamenei and therefore sabotaged by the IRGC.429 And in 2012, the US
Senate voted in favour of a resolution that would dismiss ‘any United States policy that would
rely on efforts to contain a nuclear weapons-capable Iran,’ following Obama’s stated tactic of not
relying on containment but on keeping Iran from obtaining nuclear weapons in the first place.430
Obama called with president Rouhani on September 27, 2013, marking it the first contact at the
highest levels of government since diplomatic ties were broken after the revolution.431
Iran seemed ready to discuss its nuclear weapons programme with the IAEA in 2012 but
continued to blame the United States, the Europeans and Israel of conducting a disinformation
campaign which had supposedly fabricated evidence of Iran’s supposed weapons programme.432
Nevertheless, in 2012 the IAEA reported that Iran had increased the amount of centrifuges at its
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Natanz site from 164 in 2006 to 9,000 as well as start centrifuge operations at the Fordow
plant.433 Iran had kept the existence of its Fordow plant a secret until 2009, when the United
States together with European nations exposed its existence, thereby again violating its Safeguard
Agreements under the Non-Proliferation Treaty.434 And when the IAEA attempted to inspect the
Parchin military complex, where supposedly Iranian scientist were working on nuclear weapons
and where satellite images pictured a large-scale clean-up of the facility, Iran again blocked IAEA
inspectors.435 Furthermore, on October 10th 2015, after both parties already agreed to the Joint
Comprehensive Plan of Action (JCPOA), Iran tested a medium-range ballistic missile, the Emad,
which was able to carry a nuclear weapon, and therefore in violation of the previously
implemented Security Council Resolution 1929 from 2010, which specifically forbids the testing
of these ballistic missiles capable of carrying a nuclear load.436
The nuclear relation between the United States and Iran proved troublesome in the
period after 9/11 as US foreign policy changed once more. Both sides initiated talks and refused
them in turn. However, efforts, both in official diplomacy through the United Nations Security
Council and members of the European Union, and through track II initiatives, solutions to Iran’s
nuclear programme were sought. This was a challenge, as the IAEA uncovered far-reaching
breaches of its safeguard agreements and sanctions had to be imposed on Iran. The first contact
between both presidents in 2013 signalled a step in the right direction and track II initiatives were
being organised across the Middle East and Europe in order to find common ground on Iran’s
nuclear issues.
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Chapter 9
Backstage at the Nuclear Deal
This chapter will analyse the Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action and examine the outcome of
years of discussions. Thereafter, it will investigate the influence of track II diplomacy on the
nuclear deal by assessing the various track II initiatives, its participants and its successes. Also
analysed here is the history of track II initiatives in the Middle East.
The use of track II diplomacy by America to engage with its various adversaries around
the world is not a new phenomenon, as already during the Cold War, America and the Soviet
Union were actively engaged in track II diplomacy through initiatives as the Pugwash and
Dartmouth conferences, which aided the establishment of ideas that were later adopted in
accords about arms control.437 Especially since the end of the Cold War, countries that had to
resolve long-standing issues moved towards track II diplomacy as domestic sensitivities or a lack
of diplomatic relations kept them from engaging in direct diplomatic communications.438
Therefore, actors chose to focus increasingly on informal channels of communication to resolve
disputes in conflict striven areas of the world and in which especially Western-based
nongovernmental organisations, universities and governments were involved.439 According to the
study of Dalia Dassa Kaye, hundreds of such unofficial security related dialogues have been
taking place across the Middle East and South Asia in which academics, diplomats and other
politicians, policy analysts, NGOs and journalists have had a large part to play over the last
twenty years in attempts to find a solution to these conflicts, which are often of vital importance
to Western security.440
Between 2006 and 2008, various attempts were made to conclude a deal that would
suspend Iranian nuclear activities, but of no avail, as Iran continued to defy the orders and
resolutions of the UN Security Council by arguing that its peaceful enrichment programme posed
no serious threat to the international community.441 These efforts were again discussed at the G8
meeting in 2007 at which world leaders expressed their concern over Iran’s nuclear programme
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and its unwillingness to focus on these issues.442 The members of the G8 urged Iran to comply
with previously adopted United Nation Security Council Resolutions designed to adjourn Iran’s
enrichment and reprocessing capabilities, continue to commit to the non-proliferation
agreements and allow for a constructive nuclear negotiation with the EU and P5+1.443 Between
2011 and 2015, the IAEA reported on numerous occasions that Iran was avoiding the IAEA’s
questions on the weaponisation of its nuclear sector.444 In 2013, after some decades of animosity,
a decrease in trust on both sides and the escalation of tensions, the President of Iran’s Atomic
Energy Organisation signed a ‘Joint Statement on a Framework for Cooperation’ in Tehran with
the IAEA and the P5+1.445 The agreement was centred around creating dialogue and cooperation
between the IAEA and Iran in order to ensure Iran developed its nuclear programme for
peaceful means by resolving any remaining issues, such as verification of particular sites and the
disclosure of sensitive information regarding mines, heavy water production plants, new research
reactors, information on possible locations for future nuclear plants and possible future
technologies.446 The agreement implemented most of what IAEA director-general ElBaradei had
already indicated in 2003, with the inclusion that Iran was now allowed to enrich low levels of
uranium for solely peaceful purposes.447 This ensured that the P5+1 and the IAEA got a role in
Iran’s nuclear decision-making.448
All the diplomatic efforts, discussions and conflict over Iran’s nuclear programme and
how to deal with it climaxed with the signing of the Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action in
2015.449 On the 14th of July 2015, the G5+1 – the United States, China, France, Russia, the
United Kingdom and Germany –, the European Union and Iran agreed on the Joint
Comprehensive Plan of Action (JCPOA).450 Five days later, on July 20th, the members of the
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United Nations Security Council unanimously adopted resolution 2231 (2015) which ratified the
JCPOA.451 Then, 90 days after this, on October 18th, ‘official adoption day’ started the process of
implementing all the responsibilities stipulated in the JCPOA and after the IAEA concluded on
January 16th 2016 that Iran had indeed committed to these responsibilities and allowed more
thorough IAEA inspections, sanctions imposed by the US, EU and UN were partially lifted.452
All parties involved regarded the JCPOA as a step in the right direction to positively influence
peace in the region and internationally, as it reaffirmed the promise of Iran not to pursue nuclear
weapons in the future.453 The JCPOA also lays-out a roadmap of the development of Iran’s
peaceful nuclear programme towards a commercial programme in line with the rules concerning
non-proliferation.454 Additionally, the agreement lifted the previously implemented sanctions by
the UN Security Council as well as providing Iran gradual access to international trade,
technology, finance and energy sectors.455
In the accord it was agreed upon that Iran would dispose of a large amount of its uranium
reserves, decrease the amount of gas centrifuges by sixty percent, not construct any new heavywater plants and Iran would only produce low-enriched uranium for fifteen years, so that it could
not be potentially weaponised, as well as agree to be subjected to intense IAEA verification.456 By
2015, Iran had a nuclear stockpile of around 8.3 tons of low-enriched uranium, enough fuel for
seven nuclear weapons, provided that the uranium would be further enriched to be useful for
military purposes.457 However, according to the JCPOA, Iran was only allowed to stock 300
kilograms of low-enriched uranium and therefore it shipped the largest part of it to Russia in
December of 2015 in order to comply with the agreements.458 Furthermore, much of the
JCPOA’s agreements were based on the gamble that Iran’s political environment would have
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improved by 2025, as some of the measures put forward in the JCPOA last for only fifteen
years.459
According to professor Peter Jones, a long-time participant in track II efforts, ‘track II
dialogues made the unthinkable a reality.’460 Jones argued that one of the major accomplishments
of track II diplomacy is its ability to make problematic issues discussable and publicly known.461
But, as Dennis Jett has argued, there are loads of organisations and individuals involved one way
or another in track II initiatives surrounding the Iran nuclear deal, making it nearly impossible to
cover all of them or structure them in any systematic way.462 The success of track II initiatives are
measured by the establishment of relationships based on trust, respect and mutual understanding,
the quality of the participants present at the various initiatives, the extent to which both sides
perceive occurring change and the transmission of knowledge as a result of the initiatives to the
leaders of government on all sides.463 ‘While there have been many track two interactions
between Americans and Iranians, there has been relatively little analysis of this activity.’464
Therefore, analysing these efforts is important.
Track II initiatives between Iran and the United States already started in the 1990s as the
National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine initiated a scientific engagement
programme with Iran in 1999 and continued further into the 2000s, as track II initiatives on
political and security related topics continued, predominantly organised by the United Nations
Association (UNA) and the Rockefellers Brothers Fund (RBF).465 What also aided the track II
initiatives was that many Iranian officials, like Deputy Foreign Minister and later Iranian
Ambassador to the United Nations, Javad Zarif, had enjoyed their educations in the United States
and therefore were accustomed to, and schooled in, Western perspectives on international
affairs.466 However, as Khatami’s government was replaced by the newly elected Ahmadinejad,
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track II initiatives regressed as practitioners on the Iranian side were threatened with arrests due
to their close links with the United States.467 By 2010, new track II initiatives focused on scientific
exchanges and technical dialogues around Iran’s uranium enrichment programme and the risk of
future proliferation.468 These brought together members of the scientific communities of both
countries and were led by the National Academies.469 The United States have since predominantly
utilised track II diplomacy to support formal negotiations, or track I diplomacy, with Iran.470
Many participants in various forms of track II diplomacy moved from think-tanks and
other track II organisations to important positions in the Obama administration and gave Iran
and the United States an opening to discuss issues surrounding Iran’s nuclear programme.471
Nevertheless, although Obama hinted towards a better relationship between the United States
and Iran upon the start of his presidency, Obama’s first term in office was still focused on the
placement of sanctions and other kinds of economic restrictions on Iran prior to seeking
engagement.472 This policy of sanctions is ascribed to Dennis Ross, Obama’s senior official in
engaging with Iran, who had written academically about the strategy of pressuring Iran
economically to gain a better diplomatic position for future negotiations before he joined
Obama’s administration.473 His earlier participation in various forms of track II diplomacy and by
studying earlier policies regarding the engagement with Iran as well as his later influence on
Obama’s official policy, indicate in this case that track II diplomacy had impact on Obama’s
official position on Iran. Nevertheless, this early policy adopted by the Obama administration
meant that it was more difficult to have track II influencing official administration policy as the
focus was on economic sanctions first to amass sufficient political leverage to pressure Iran on
certain issues.474 Others, on the other hand, blame the Iranian obstinacy, pressure from Israel and
Congressional activism for the limited influence of track II diplomacy on official policy during
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Obama’s first term.475 And, interestingly, there was very little cooperation and coordination
between the various track II initiatives as ‘it was a melange of different things going on.’476
The Obama administration did, in fact, listen to the results of track II initiatives, but the
political sphere at the time made it very difficult, if not impossible, to act on them.477 Some track
II initiatives focused on specific details of Iran’s nuclear programme, such as levels of enrichment
or amount of centrifuges, whilst others focused on the broader topic.478 Interestingly, participants
in track II dialogues argued that initiatives exclusively focused on the nuclear issue had the
smallest chance of succeeding, as these initiatives would eventually lead to a zero-sum game and
therefore more difficult to influence.479 The presidency of Rouhani in 2013 brought about change
again as participants that had previously been involved in track II efforts but put aside by
Ahmadinejad, returned, including Javad Zarif, this time as Iran’s Foreign Minister.480 From
thereon, track II dialogues focused on policy and the interaction between those outside of
government with high-level American and Iranian officials and these efforts complemented the
talks that were already underway between Iran and the P5+1.481
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Chapter 10
The Backstage Actors of the Nuclear Deal
This chapter analyses the different track II participants in the informal dialogues around Iran’s
nuclear deal. Here is analysed and assessed the influence that track II diplomacy and these various
participants had on the nuclear deal. In this chapter, various track II diplomatic efforts will be
analysed. A particular focus rests on the impact of non-governmental organisations, interest
groups and individuals active in track II initiatives. An attempt has been made to structure
various track II initiatives around scholars and academics, social movements, interest groups and
media, business interests, international organisations and NGOs in order to distinguish between
the different possible interests in the Iranian nuclear deal.
The influence of academics and scholars has been significant. For example, the
announcement that the United States was supporting European efforts to construct a deal with
Iran was followed by a letter from president Ahmadinejad to Bush, which has since been
described as interrogative, insulting, naïve and bizarre.482 Whilst many members of the US
intelligence community analysed the letter, discussion among pundits, commentators and scholars
erupted.483 This had effect on official policy, as Brookings scholar Ivo Daadler advised Bush to
just ignore the content of the letter but respond to the rapprochement nevertheless.484 Columbia
University’s Gulf/2000 Project has proven to be one of the most influential track II initiatives
since its creation in 1993.485 The project focused on the creation of a wide network of experts on
the Gulf countries, organise conferences and workshops to this goal and maintaining a library
that houses information that enabled the participants to keep up-to-date and engaged.486
Furthermore, the Gulf/2000 Project has focused extensively on US-Iran relations and organised
a workshop on Iran’s nuclear policy already in 1997 and continued to fund panels and other
engaging activities between the United States and Iran on a variety of issues at the annual Middle
East Studies Association conference in 1996 and 1997.487 According to Gary Sick, executive
director of the Gulf/2000 project and former member of the US National Security Council under
president Ford, the historical rivalry in the Gulf and the so-called ‘Cold War’ in the Gulf region
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led to distrust and a decrease in dialogue.488 Furthermore, a lack of a means to distribute and
analyse accurate information about Iran led to a distorted perception of what was happening in
the country.489 Next to this, the University of California, Los Angeles (UCLA), in cooperation
with the University of California’s Institute on Global Conflict and Cooperation had been
organising regional track II initiatives in Europe three times a year and organised the Public
Policy and Nuclear Threats programme, bringing together the knowledge of scientists, policy
analysts and academics to discuss issues surrounding America’s nuclear strategy and policy.490 The
ongoing track II dialogues between American and Iranian officials and academics led to the
Interim Agreement on Iran’s nuclear programme, a set of initial agreements that would provide
Iran with some sanction relief in return for the gradual rollback of its nuclear programme, in
November 2014.491 Other academics and scholars involved in track II initiatives are mentioned
later in the section concerning international organisations and NGO’s, as they are often
participating in events which are coordinated on an organisational level.
Whereas social movements are often critical of certain official government policies,
interest groups, on the other hand, are more supportive of its governments foreign policy
objectives.492 Private citizens belonging to both groups – social groups seeking to diverge a
government’s approach or interest groups aligned with policy-makers – frequently engage in track
II diplomacy by communicating with members of like-minded groups or individuals anywhere in
the world by using social media and together seek to construct a solution to a shared problem.493
Often, these movements and groups bond together to form transnational advocacy groups who
urge multiple national governments or international organisations to enact certain changes.494
This is often achieved through the application of pressure on the existing policy, giving support
for political parties and policy-makers whose views align with that of the advocacy group, launch
public information campaigns and mass-mobilise their supporters for their cause.495 During
Khatami’s presidency, ideological reformers, such as adherers to Iran’s Green Movement, worked
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continuously to convince the West of Iran’s nuclear intentions and argued that they did ‘not want
a nuclear bomb, but instead desires peace for the world and democracy for Iran.’496 The influence
of these reformist movements was significant and the protests calling for more engagement with
the West and a more open stance towards nuclear related issues were therefore violently crushed
by the conservatives on the opposite side.497 The media, either through its traditional outlets or
modern social media, have the power to lift an issue to the highest levels and provoke a change in
policy or, in the case of the nuclear deal with Iran, has the power to influence its outcome by
spreading a certain standpoint.498 Also, the wider public is able to express its view to those in
power. American citizens criticised the American government in 2014 and 2015 for failing to
form a unified front in matters of the most important national security issues, such as Iran’s
nuclear programme, causing some form of public discontent and spurring debate.499
However, not everyone was supportive of a nuclear deal with Iran. In 2014, as the P5+1
and Iran came close to finalising their agreement, American Republican congressional leaders
invited Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu to hold an address in front of Congress –
without informing the White House – in which Netanyahu argued that conducting any nuclear
agreement with Iran would result in Iran eventually obtaining nuclear weapons.500 Furthermore,
under the leadership of Republican Senator Tom Cotton, a letter was sent to the Iranian
leadership in March of 2015 to express his position, as well as those of the 46 other Republicans
Senators who signed the letter, against a nuclear agreement with Iran and stressed their role as
approvers of any deal as members of Congress.501 The letter was used to try to scare the Iranians
away from a nuclear deal by arguing that the next president could easily reverse such a deal.502
Interestingly, it was uncovered that Senator Cotton’s attempts to thwart the nuclear deal were
linked to the fact that he had received millions of dollars from pro-Israel lobbyists.503 A New
York Times article stated that Senator Cotton and other Republican politicians had received
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millions in aid from wealthy pro-Israel Republican billionaires and other influential donors to
help them win against their Democratic counterparts in their political campaigns in 2014.504
Cotton received $960,000 from William Kristol, editor of the Weekly Standard and leader of the
Emergency Committee for Israel as well as $250,000 from Paul Singer, a New York hedge fund
billionaire who supports pro-Israel causes.505 Even John Bolton, then America’s ambassador to
the United Nations under president Bush, together with other pro-Israel donors, donated
$825,000 to Senator Cotton to promote pro-Israeli policies, resulting in influences at the highest
levels of government against the nuclear agreement with Iran.506 Nevertheless, it is not just
Senator Cotton, but 46 Congressional Republicans that signed the letter to Iranian leaders and
pro-Israel donors continued to influence members of Congress to oppose the nuclear deal with
Iran.507 Although groups both supporting and opposing the nuclear deal have spent money in
order for their specific goals to be achieved, those that opposed the deal have raised more money
in comparison to those supporting it and those opposed were also far less transparent in
disclosing the origins of their money.508
On the other side, some wonder if it were the multinational corporations that pressured
president Obama in making a deal with Iran to open-up trade again.509 The signing of the deal
and the subsequent gradual lifting of economic sanctions had a relatively insignificant effect on
American businesses. In 2016, Airbus concluded a multimillion dollar deal with Iran to sell them
their commercial planes and Boeing agreed to sell Iran some 140 planes with an overall cost of
$22.6 billion.510 But, it is estimated that the American economy fulfilled an unimportant role in
the future of the nuclear deal, arguing that it also had little influence on its construction.511 This is
partly due to the fact that many other American businesses were still prohibited from doing
business with Iran due to earlier sanctions placed in the 1990s over Iran’s alleged support for
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terrorist organisations.512 The oil and gas sectors in the United States, who might be in favour of
a deal in order to resume trade with Iran, also proved less significant, as Iran’s oil and gas sector
did not see many major American investment after the implementation of the nuclear deal.513
Among the most prominent efforts of track II diplomacy were international organisations
seeking to alter America’s foreign policy in regard to Iran and its nuclear programme. The
National Iranian American Council (NIAC) recruited diplomats and among its leading members
were John Limbert, the former Deputy Assistant Secretary of State for Iran at the State
Department’s Bureau of Near Eastern Affairs and former hostage during the Iranian hostage
crisis as well as Thomas Pickering, a former US ambassador to the United Nations.514 NIAC
started ‘Campaign for a New Policy in Iran’ and commissioned a research paper on how to
continue the US-Iran nuclear relation, which concluded that the United States should offer Iran
more benefits when adhering to the rules and regulations set-out instead of just punishment by
sanctions and deterrence.515 This group of former American diplomats and regional experts have
met occasionally with their Iranian counterparts to discuss the most pressing issue regarding the
US-Iran relation and Iran’s nuclear programme.516 The minutes of meeting from November 12th
2009 indicate that the group ‘advocates a diplomatic resolution to the conflict between the US
and Iran, opposes military actions against Iran, and agrees that sanctions are no substitute for
diplomatic engagement.’517 Apart from NIAC, other groups, such as the Liberal Jewish group
called J Street, anti-war groups like Peace Action and the American Friends Service Committee
and the business lobby, who are against the implementation of economic sanctions against Iran,
such as USA*Engage, were active in this discussion.518 These groups attempted to influence
policy in regards to Iran by seeking to end the ‘Democracy Fund’ as to halt the funding of Iranian
resistance groups and were actively engaged in attempts to stop the nomination of government
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officials such as Dennis Ross, special advisor for the Persian Gulf to Secretary of State Hillary
Clinton, whom they perceived as not the right pick for the job and thereby asserting significant
influence on official policy.519 Other influential persons whose involvement in track II dialogues
are made public are former Secretary of Defense and high-level Obama official William Perry,
former diplomat William Luers and three others who have later joined Obama’s administration
and held high-level positions there: Robert Einhorn, Gary Samore and Puneet Talwar.520 Talwar,
as former White House National Security Staff Senior Director, was extensively involved in track
II efforts and played a crucial role in both formal and informal aspects of diplomacy with Iran.521
Pickering, Luers and James Walsh, all former American government officials, wrote a paper in
2008 on solutions to the US-Iran nuclear conflict and concluded that the United States should
engage in negotiations with Iran in order to make its worries known, not to immediately strike a
deal, but to at least achieve some mutual understanding of each other’s concerns.522 These three
authors were also members of the United Nations Association of the United States of America
(UNA-USA) project and published articles in line with what was discussed at the UNA-USA
meetings.523 The UNA-USA is a programme of the UN foundation that seeks to inform, mobilise
and inspire its members to engage in various track II initiatives to best represent America’s
interest in the United Nations.524 Also part of UNA-USA track II initiatives was Frank G. Wisner,
former American ambassador on a variety of posts and former high-level government official
under presidents Clinton and Bush, who made a statement before the Committee on Foreign
Relations of the United States Senate in which he stated that track II initiatives were regularly
organised by UNA-USA and that their results were frequently shared with US government
officials.525 Wisner’s position that an American military response to Iran’s nuclear efforts would
be highly disruptive and lead to wider conflict in the region were in line with the statements of
other high-level officials participating in track II dialogues.526 Wisner furthermore stated that the
United States should seek to diplomatically engage with Iran in order to normalise their relation
in a multilateral setting, but keep the economic and military options available as means to exert
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pressure on Iran and force it to engage in negotiations.527 This is important, as two of the
measurements of success for track II diplomacy are the participation of both retired and future
high-level officials who are in close proximity to their political leaders as well as the transmission
of acquired knowledge to those leaders.528 However, what makes the assessment on the success
of track II initiatives troublesome is that a far larger quantity of influential individuals have
participated in track II diplomatic initiatives and dialogues but whose identities are not made
public under the Chatham House Rule, which ensures that speakers can participate in discussion
and express their views in private without the topic of discussion, the outcome, nor the names of
the participants made public and in that way ensure continued debate on the topic.529
The Pugwash Conference on Science and World Affairs has striven towards a world free
of nuclear weapons and other WMD’s by organising track II dialogues centred around scientific
and evidence based policy-making to support the wished-for developments in policy and for its
efforts received the Nobel Peace Prize in 1995.530 Pugwash’s Secretary General, Paolo CottaRamusino, stated in regards to the nuclear talks between the United States and Iran that the
Pugwash Conferences have always been supportive towards the mediated talks to reach the
nuclear deal and that Pugwash has created an environment for discussion from all sides in their
various track II efforts in order to promote the commitments between Iran and the rest of the
world and find the solutions to existing issues.531 Cotta-Ramusino furthermore argued, in line
with other track II participants, that placement of economic sanctions to force Iran to the
negotiating table would not provide a positive outcome in the long term and that the threat of
military action against Iran would certainly be a catastrophe.532 There is need for extensive
communications through third-party-intermediaries or track II initiatives to bring together
American and Iranian high-level officials.533 This is especially important in case two countries
with limited official diplomatic contacts who need to meet on a regular basis to avoid a rampant
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clash between them, according to the International Crisis Group, an independent organisation
seeking to prevent wars and influence policies towards a more peaceful world.534
The Cooperative Monitoring Center at the Sandia National Laboratories in the United
States together with the Verification Research, Training and Information Center organised a track
II meeting on how to nationally realise nuclear, chemical and biological weapons agreements in
Aman in 2006, at which representatives of Iran were present and which proved to be one of the
first instances in which a move away from the traditional Arab-Israeli conflict towards other
regional issues was made.535 Next to this, the Dubai based think-tank Gulf Research Center
(GRC) has focused on realising a Middle East without Weapons of Mass Destruction through its
Gulf Weapons of Mass Destruction Free Zone (GWMDFZ) initiative, which has held
conferences since 2004 and in which Iran has participated alongside the members of the GCC,
Iraq and Yemen.536 Mustafa Alani, Senior Advisor and Middle East Security consultant and
Fellow at the Royal United Services Institute for Defense and Security Studies (RUSI) has stated
that, due to the work of the GRC and its GWMDFZ programme through track II initiatives, the
terminology “a Gulf free from WMD” has been widely adopted and even used in official policy
statements.537 The Stanley Foundation together with the Institute for Near East and Gulf Military
Analysis (INEGMA) have since 2004 sponsored track II diplomatic workshops regarding security
related issues in the Gulf region.538 Its meeting in Oman in 2006 specifically addressed the Iranian
nuclear issues and was attended by various Iranians.539 Today the Foundation focuses on
increasing the quantity of bi- and trilateral meetings between the Gulf states, Iran and the United
States to enhance the efforts of solving the ongoing security issues and promote the
determination of regional actors.540 Other international and non-governmental organisations such
as the Nuclear Threat Initiative (NTI), the Global Observatory and it’s publisher the
International Peace Institute (IPI), the World Nuclear Association, the Arms Control
Association, the Nuclear Suppliers Group (NSG), the American Academy of Diplomacy and the
Wisconsin Project on Nuclear Arms Control have all engaged in track II diplomacy initiatives in
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regards to nuclear non-proliferation and the Iran nuclear deal, ranging from op-eds, research
reports and academic papers to hosting conferences, discussions, workshops and more, to assert
influence on official policy in regards to the Iranian nuclear deal. However, none of the
participants in track II initiatives anticipated the final shape of the nuclear deal a hundred percent
correctly, but the idea that a deal was possible is attributed to their efforts.541
There were also prominent anti-deal organisations in the United States, such as the
Republican Jewish Coalition, Foundation for Defense of Democracies, Zionist Organisation of
America, Christians United for Israel, Endowment for Middle East Truth, Israeli American
Council, United Against Nuclear Iran and the World Values Network, which many rich
Americans used to express their opposition to the nuclear deal and invested money in an
attempts to influence the outcome of the negotiations.542 In the anti-deal camp, the most
powerful group in terms of financial and political outreach is the American Israel Public Affairs
Committee (AIPAC), which had a budget of $89 million in 2015 to exert its influence on foreign
policy and the Iran nuclear deal and has some 100,000 members, a part of whom come together
at the annual conference, attracting American politicians and other high-level officials.543 AIPAC
furthermore created a group called Citizens for a Nuclear Free Iran, which is solely occupied with
countering any nuclear deal and applying pressure on American politicians to dismiss any such
deals.544 However, those opposed to the deal and not just critical of certain aspects often do so
due to the ideological convictions that a deal with Iran was never a solution and is under no
circumstance possible.545
The IAEA announced in 2010 that it had evidence that Iran continued its nuclear
programme after 2004, which raises some questions about the effectiveness of these track II
initiatives.546 It is difficult to measure whether or not an idea or policy discussed during a track II
meeting, conference or other initiative has directly influenced official policy.547 Nevertheless,
track II diplomacy can prove effective. In 2006, the Gulf dialogues, organised by the Stanley
Foundation, resulted in a former high-level Iranian official arguing that the geopolitical system
based on a balance of power and hegemony should be replaced by a focus towards a more
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cooperative sphere in which various regional actors could participate, directly incorporating
various ideas that originated through the Stanley Foundation’s track II workshops and
publications.548 This is not remarkable, as even though track II diplomacy occurs in an unofficial
setting, those that engage in track II diplomacy do often have access to decision-makers in their
respective societies and governments.549 Furthermore, track II efforts, even if it is not expected
that they will always produce an immediate major breakthrough such as the nuclear deal, do have
shown to be able to create a path for official negotiations to take place between counterparts with
limited or non-existing relationships by sharing and testing ideas in a safe environment.550
Subsequently, in 2014, many track II practitioners believed that, if a nuclear deal was established
through track I negotiations, then track II dialogues had enabled that by laying the groundwork
for the political and diplomatic negotiations.551 Enabling discussion on certain issues already is a
track II success, even as a direct line to changes in policy is hard to pinpoint.552 As former
Secretary of State under Obama and America’s top negotiator on the nuclear deal, John Kerry
said that the ideas and initiatives provided by track II dialogue’s on nuclear related issues had
helped the government on a specific aspect of the nuclear issue regarding Iranian heavy water
reactors, indicating that track II initiatives can prove fruitful.553 The continued advice to abstain
from a military response has so far been successful and official negotiations and rapprochement
efforts instead of mere economic sanctions have also occurred, indicating that track II diplomatic
efforts have indeed, to some extent, influenced the highest levels of government in regards to the
Iran nuclear deal.
Therefore, even as the influence of track II diplomacy is hard to empirically measure, it
can be concluded that it did influence the nuclear deal with Iran. Many ideas and policy
discussions were transmitted from track II initiatives to the highest levels of government and
many track II practitioners were actively engaged with the nuclear deal in Obama’s government.
Track II has also shown that, throughout the world, various track II initiatives originated with the
goal of promoting the non-proliferation of nuclear weapons and in that spirit have sought to
steer official policy towards that goal.
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Chapter 11: Conclusion
The nuclear relationship between the United States and Iran has a turbulent past full of
cooperation, but also of animosity and obstinacy. Exchanges and contacts concerning nuclear
technologies started under Eisenhower’s Atoms for Peace programme to counter Soviet and
Chinese influences. The Shah’s support from the United States and personal interest in the
creation of a nuclear sector enabled Iran’s vast nuclear development. This period experienced
increased cooperation and led to America constructing nuclear facilities and sharing technologies
predominantly in the 1970s, as Iran became signatory to the Non-Proliferation Treaty and had to
abide by the IAEA safeguards. America became more involved in Middle Eastern security issues
and for years saw Iran as a reliable ally in the region. As Iran’s nuclear and regional ambitions
grew, dependence on American support decreased, resulting in mounting tensions and distrust on
both sides by the end of the 1970s.
Growing tensions in Iran climaxed in 1979 during the Islamic Revolution, in which the
American-backed Pahlavi monarchy was overthrown and Iran turned into an Islamic Republic,
led by Ayatollah Khomeini. The United States were caught unprepared by this regime change and
lacked a policy response to these events. In the aftermath of the Islamic Revolution, all
diplomatic connections between the countries were severed and economic sanctions were placed
on Iran. Iran revived its nuclear ambitions in the late 1980s, as advocates of nuclear energy within
the government and security forces convinced the Ayatollah of its potential. The war with Iraq
further strengthened Iranian sentiment that nuclear weapons were needed to secure its own
future. By this time, Iran moved closer to Pakistan, who provided Iran with nuclear materials and
know-how, as well as the Soviet Union, who deployed advisor and nuclear scientists to Iran.
Furthermore, the Soviet Union saw the diminishing influence of the United States as a chance to
spread its own regional influence and became more involved after the dissolution of the Soviet
Union. Russia signed deals with Iran to work on multiple nuclear power plants. The IAEA still
conducted investigations into alleged breaches of the safeguard agreements but did not uncover
any in this period. Ayatollah Khamenei took over in 1989 and was determined to dispose Iran of
all foreign influences and disregarded any American attempt to discuss its nuclear programme.
During the presidency of Mohammad Khatami, efforts were made to initiate a dialogue in which
Iran would disregard its nuclear aspirations in return for the lifting of economic sanctions.
Nevertheless, President Clinton forbade all trade between the countries in 1995 and penalised
Iran’s energy sector and subsequent restrictions were imposed on individuals and companies
involved in Iran’s nuclear sector. The crippling of Iran’s economy later led to increased calls for
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reconciliation with the US. The lack of official diplomatic contacts made any approach to discuss
Iran’s nuclear issues tough, but opened up the stage for track II initiatives.
By the beginning of the 2000s, Iran had managed to advance its ballistic missile
technology and complete its own nuclear fuel cycle. Tensions between the United States and Iran
grew once more under the leadership of President Ahmadinejad, who rejected rapprochement
efforts led by the European Union and hinted at Iran’s goal of creating a nuclear weapon.
President Bush’s War on Terror, invasions in the Middle East and unilateral foreign policy
troubled constructive nuclear diplomacy. The United States disregarded Iranian offers of deescalation and argued they be submitted to the IAEA. The presidency of Rouhani from 2013
onwards finally saw the start of constructive nuclear talks, but these were aborded due to a
Stuxnet attack targeting Iran’s nuclear programme and the subsequent assassination of five
Iranian nuclear scientists. President Obama, who argued in favour of unrestricted diplomatic talks
with Iran initially attempted to continue with the sanctions on Iran, but later focused on efforts
of arms control.
The main actors involved in track II diplomacy have been varied and of significant
importance. Scholars and academics were actively engaged with track II initiatives through
university organised dialogues, such as Columbia University’s Gulf/2000 project and the UCLA’s
Institute on Global Conflict and Cooperation’s annual conference, or as part of events of other
organisations and institutions. The most influential organisations in track II diplomacy have been
the National Iranian American Council and the United Nations Association of the United States
of America, whose members consisted of various former and future diplomats and government
officials who had access to the highest levels of government and could therefore exert influence
on the outcome of the nuclear deal. The Stanley Foundation, in cooperation with INEGMA,
conducted track II efforts on regional security issues in the Gulf and in 2006 hosted Iranian
officials to discuss the country’s nuclear issues and continued to host bi- and trilateral meetings
with Iran and the United States. Furthermore, other organisations, such as the Nuclear Threat
Initiative, the World Nuclear Association, the Arms Control Association and the International
Peace Institute have added to the debate by hosting conferences, discussions, workshops and
wrote academic and policy papers to express their views on the nuclear relation with Iran and in
that way attempted to influence the deal. The role of multinational corporations and overall
business interests in track II initiatives have proven of limited influence, as already existing
economic penalties, originating from earlier sanctions placed on Iran over its support for terrorist
organisations and proliferation of weapons of mass destruction, were in place and no major
American investments can be observed immediately after the implementation of the nuclear deal.
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Those opposed to the nuclear deal were mostly found in pro-Israel lobby groups whose influence
on the deal has proven limited, but who, in hindsight, have gotten what they wanted: American
withdrawal.
So, how has track II diplomacy affected the bilateral relations between the US and Iran in
regard to the 2015 nuclear agreement? The efforts of track II diplomacy, which have been
present in the Middle East since the Cold War, were crucial in understanding the developing
efforts to influence Iran’s nuclear programme. Track II initiatives have improved
communications regarding regional arms control and the non-proliferation of nuclear weapons.
Evaluating these efforts is not easy, as the results, as well as the participants of many such
initiatives are kept secret under the Chatham House Rules in order to provide the attendees a safe
environment for discussion. Nevertheless, their effectiveness can still be measured, although not
empirically. Track II dialogues often featured former high-level government officials and those
that would thereafter occupy important positions in the Obama administrations and be part of
the delegation negotiating the nuclear deal. There existed a familiarity of government officials on
both sides due to their participation in track II initiatives, which ensured better cooperation and
understanding of each other’s perspectives. Furthermore, much of what was discussed in track II
dialogues found its way to government officials, due to the high-level positions and contacts of
those involved. Nevertheless, it remains challenging to indicate a clear line between a track II
initiative and a specific change in policy and there was little cooperation between the numerous
different track II efforts. However, it should be stated with certainty that track II diplomacy has
aided the efforts towards a nuclear deal by popularising the idea that a nuclear deal was possible
in the first place and discussing its potential and probable structure. The various track II
dialogues lay the groundwork for the subsequent track I diplomatic dialogues and thus
successfully accommodated the major global powers in their efforts towards regional stability,
safety and a diminished nuclear threat.
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